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Figure 22: Typical doses predicted for typical missions
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10

Particulates

10.1 Introduction
Every spacecraft in Earth orbit is exposed to a certain flux ofmicrometeoroids and
man-made space debris. Collisions with these particles takes place with hyperve-
locity speed.

Meteoroids are particles of natural origin. Nearly all meteoroids originate from
asteroids or comets. The natural meteoroid flux represents, at any instant, a total
of about 200 kg of mass within 2000 km of the Earth surface [RD10.1].

Meteoroids that retain the orbit of their parent body can create periods of high
flux and are called streams. Random fluxes with no apparent pattern are called
sporadic.

Space debris isman-made. Since 1957,more than 3500 launches have led to a cur-
rent (1996) population of approximately 8000 trackable objects (i.e. larger than
about 10 cm in Low Earth Orbits (LEO)) in space. More than 90 % of these objects
are space debris, i.e., man made objects that do not serve any useful purpose.
About half of the trackable objects are fragments from explosions or from the
break up of satellites or rocket bodies. It is expected that there is a much greater
number of objects in orbit that cannot be operationally tracked. The number of
space debris objects larger than 1 cm is estimated to between 30000 and 130000.
Smaller particles are far more abundant still.

The damage caused by collisions withmeteoroids and space debris depends on the
size, density, speed and direction of the impacting particle and on the shielding
of the spacecraft.

Submillimeter sized particles can cause pitting and cratering of outer surfaces
and lead to degradation of optical, electrical, thermal, sealing or other properties.

Larger particles can puncture outer surfaces and can cause damage to structure
or equipment by penetration and spallation.

Flux models have been developed for bothmicrometeoroids and space debris. The
resulting damage can be assessed through empirically derived design equations
which give e.g. penetration capabilities and crater sizes as function of the particle
parameters and target properties.

All operational and mitigation aspects related to space debris are not covered
within this document. This includes topics like lifetime and re-entry aspects,
spacecraft passivation and other debris prevention measures, end-of-life de- or re-
orbiting, collision avoidance.
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10.2 Analysis techniques
Impact analysis techniques fall naturally into two different categories: larger,
trackable pieces and smaller, non-trackable particles.

Objects larger than about 10 cm in LEO and larger than about 1 m in GEO are
regularly tracked by Radar.

Trackable orbiting objects, whose orbital elements are known, can be propagated
along their orbit and their chance of a future collision with another spacecraft or
fragment can be assessed. This deterministic approach provides at the same time
all relevant parameters of such a potential collision, like the respective object
sizes, impact velocity and direction.

Several data sources of satellites and fragments and some analysis tools for track-
able objects have been combined in the European DISCOS tool [RD10.2].

For meteoroids and the abundant smaller space debris particles which cannot be
tracked, statistical flux models shall be used.

The meteoroid and debris fluxes are usually specified as a time-averaged flux, Fr,
against a single sided, randomly tumbling surface. Flux is defined as number of
intercepted objects per unit time and area.

The relevant area for Fr is the actual outer surface area of the spacecraft. One can
also define a “cross sectional area flux”, Fc, for a randomly tumbling satellite,
where the relevant area is the time averaged cross sectional area. For objects with
no concave surfaces (no self-shielding): Fc = 4 Fr.

For spacecraft which fly with a fixed orientation, the meteoroid and orbital debris
fluxes shall be treated as vector quantities and the effects of directionality shall
be carefully evaluated. Most impacts from both, meteoroids and space debris
occur on forward facing surfaces.

The number of impacts, N, increases linearly with exposed area and with expo-
sure time:

N = F × A × T

where

F is the number of impacts per unit area;

A is the total exposed area;

T is the exposure time.

The numbers of impacts from meteoroids and space debris can be summed to ob-
tain the total number of impacts:

Ntot = Nmet + Ndeb

OnceN has been determined, the probability of exactly n impacts occurring in the
corresponding time interval is given by Poisson statistics:

Pn = Nn

n!
 × e−N

The probability for no impacts, P0 is thus given by:

P0 = e−N

For values ofN << 1 the probability,Q, for at least one impact (Q = 1 -- P0) is equal
to N:

Q = 1− e−N ≈ 1− (1−N) = N
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10.3 Model presentation

10.3.1 Meteoroids
The isotropic meteoroid flux model given in RD10.3 or the new interplanetary
flux model presented in RD10.4 and enhanced in RD10.5 shall be used depending
on the analysis requirements and the applicable regimes for each model.

10.3.1.1 Flux model

The isotropic meteoroid model from RD10.3 is described below.

The total average meteoroid flux (sporadic + stream average) can be given in
terms of the integral flux Fmet,0 which is the number of particles with massm or
larger perm2 per year impacting a randomly-oriented flat plate under a viewing
angle of 2". The unshielded interplanetary flux at 1 AUdistance from the Sun can
be described analytically [RD10.3] as:

Fmet,0(m)= 3, 15576× 107(F1(m)+ F2(m)+ F3(m))

where

F1(m) = (2,2 × 103 m0,306 + 15) --4,38;

F2(m) = 1,3 × 10--9 (m + 1011m2 + 1027m4) --0,36;

F3(m) = (1,3 × 10--16 (m + 106m2) --0,85;

with m in g.

10.3.1.2 Velocity distribution

Meteoroid velocities near Earth can range from 11 km/s to 72 km/s.

The velocity distribution with respect to Earth to be used with the isotropic refer-
ence flux model given in RD10.3 is (number per km/s):

0,112 if 11,1 # v < 16,3 km/s

g(v) = 3,328 × 105 v --5,34 if 16,3 # v < 55,0 km/s

1,695 × 10--4 if 55,0 # v < 72,2 km/s

The average velocity of this distribution is close to 17 km/s.

The average impact velocity to an orbiting spacecraft in LEO is 19 km/s.

10.3.1.3 Earth attraction and shielding

The unshielded flux Fmet,0 shall be modified to account for the gravitational at-
traction (which enhances the meteoroid flux in the Earth proximity) and the geo-
metrical shielding of the Earth (which reduces the flux). The gravitational en-
hancement factor Ge for the velocity distribution given above is defined as
[RD10.1]:

Ge = 1+ RE
r

where

RE is the mean Earth radius;

r is the orbit radius.

The Earth shielding factor, sf, for a given surface depends on the spacecraft alti-
tude above the Earth surface and on the relative orientation of the surface normal
with respect to the Earth direction.
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The average Earth shielding factor is given by:

sf =
(1+ cos η)

2
with:

sin η = (RE + 100)
(RE + h)

where

RE is the Earth radius = 6378 km;

h is the spacecraft altitude in km; 100 km accounts for the atmosphere.

The meteoroid flux to an Earth orbiting spacecraft is then given by:

Fmet = Fmet,0 ×Ge × sf

10.3.1.4 Mass density

The mass density of meteoroids varies widely from about 0,15 g/cm3 to 8 g/cm3.

According to reference RD10.1 the average density of micrometeoroids larger
than 0,01 g is assumed to be 0,5 g/cm3.Meteoroids smaller than 10--6 g are thought
to have a higher mean density of 2 g/cm3. The recommended value for masses be-
tween 10--6 g and 0,01 g is 1 g/cm3. However, there is still a considerable uncer-
tainty about these densities. The reference mass density values to be used for de-
sign are given in 10.3.1.9.

10.3.1.5 Directional distribution

The annual average meteoroid flux is usually considered to be omnidirectional
with respect to the Earth surface. Relative to an orbiting spacecraft with fixed
orientation with respect to the flight direction themeteoroid flux has a directional
dependence, introduced by the spacecraft motion, in addition to the Earth shield-
ing effect defined in 10.3.1.3.

The directional dependence of meteoroids shall be calculated numerically by con-
verting the omnidirectional flux to the flux on a spacecraft surface with given sur-
face orientation and spacecraft velocity vector.

10.3.1.6 Meteoroid streams

The meteoroid flux model of sections 10.3.1.1 -- 10.3.1.5 gives a yearly average.

Meteoroid streams are accumulations of meteoroids with nearly identical helio-
centric orbits. Relative to Earth all particles of a given meteoroid stream have
nearly identical impact directions and velocities. Encounters with meteoroid
streams typically lasts from a few hours to several days.

At peak activity stream fluxes can exceed the sporadic background fluxes by a fac-
tor five or more. Occasionally, very high fluxes (meteoroid storms, the visible me-
teor background flux can be exceeded by a factor 10000 or more) can be encoun-
tered for short periods (1--2 hours). Such a storm is predicted for the Leonid
stream in 1998, 1999 or 2000.

Meteoroid streams are believed to consist of relative large particles only
(mass > 10 --8--10 --6 g) with low density (0,5--1,0 g/cm3).

Activity ratios for the major yearly meteoroid streams are given in 10.4.2.2.

Reference meteoroid stream flux models are given in RD10.6 and RD10.7.

10.3.1.7 Interplanetar y meteoroid model

A new interplanetary meteoroid flux model was presented in RD10.4 and en-
hanced inRD10.5. This model is based on five different types of meteoroid popula-
tions whose relative contributions depend on the particle size range and the dis-
tance from the Sun.
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The model includes directional distributions of the populations.

For Earth orbits themeteoroid model predicts similar total fluxes as the reference
model in subclause 10.3.1. In addition it includes directional effects.

A drawback for engineering applications is the higher complexity of the model.

10.3.1.8 Regime of applicability

The isotropic meteoroid model given in subclauses 10.3.1.1. -- 10.3.1.5. is appli-
cable for all Earth orbits and for interplanetary space at distances around 1 AU
from the Sun.

The interplanetary meteoroid model in 10.3.1.7. is applicable for all Earth orbits
and for interplanetary orbits.

10.3.1.9 Tailoring guidelines

Values for average mass densities of meteoroids are:

D low: 1,0 g/cm3

D nominal: 2,0 g/cm3

D high: 4,0 g/cm3.
For analysis of effects the nominal value of 2,0 g/cm3 shall be used.

For the assessment of impact effects the full velocity distribution of meteoroids
should be used.

The distribution given in 10.3.1.2. is valid for LEO but can be used for all Earth
orbits.

For a preliminary analysis a constant meteoroid impact velocity of 20 km/s shall
be used.

A spherical shape shall be assumed to convert particle masses and diameters.

For meteoroid stream fluxes either the model in RD10.6 or in RD10.7 can be used.

For each meteoroid stream the specific particle velocity shall be considered.

For short duration missions (less than about 3 weeks), the contributions of mete-
oroid streams shall be considered. For longer missions the yearly average model
can be used.

10.3.2 Space debris
Due to ongoing updates and extensions of existing space debris environment mo-
dels no particular standard is defined yet.

As interim solution for space debris, the ESAMASTER-97 [RD10.8] model or the
NASA ORDEM-96 model [RD10.9] shall be used, depending on the analysis re-
quirements and depending on the areas of applicability for eachmodel, as defined
in annex H.

10.3.3 Dust

10.3.3.1 Lunar dust

From Surveyor and Apollo missions, a large amount of information has been ga-
thered about the lunar dust environment.

This information, along with its engineering implications, is summarized in
RD10.10.

Approximately 70 %weight of the lunar regolith (i.e. the blanket of rocks and soil,
3 m to 20m thick that covers the Moon’s surface) is composed of particles smaller
than 1 mm. 50 % weight of that soil is in turn composed of particles smaller than
50 $m. This dust is abrasive and sticky due to the high vacuum that allows Van
der Waals forces to weld dust grains to surfaces. Therefore dust represents a
threat to any functional surface that, once contaminated, cannot be decontami-
nated.
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For details on grain sizes, one should refer to RD10.11.

The models given in RD10.10 and RD10.11 shall be used as reference for Lunar
dust.

10.3.3.2 Martian dust

A comprehensive description of the Martian environment can be found in
RD10.12. This reference based on the results of the Mariner and Viking missions,
contains information about the distribution and optical properties of dust in the
atmosphere, the description of e.g. dust storms, as well as a surface model based
on information gathered by the Viking Landers. This model includes physical de-
scription, chemical properties, physical properties, average bulk density, dielec-
tric constants of surface material.

Recent estimates [RD10.13, RD10.14] place the likelihood of a global dust storm
occurring in any oneMartian year at about one in three, though with a large vari-
ance. In addition, observations made during the Phobos mission in 1989 indicate
that the atmosphere can be clearer than the clearest seen by Viking in 1977--78
[RD10.15]. For engineering applications, it is recommended that atmospheric
conditions similar to those observed during the Phobos mission are included.

A recent update onwind speed thresholds for dust lifting is given in RD10.16. The
threshold friction velocity for 100 $m particles is 1,5 m/s. Higher winds are
needed to lift smaller particles, but once lifted much lower winds can maintain
them aloft.

Themodel given inRD10.12 shall be used as reference model for theMartian dust
environment, together with the more recent data given in RD10.13 -- RD10.15.

It shall be assumed that, in any Martian year, the probability of a global dust
storm is 1/3.

10.3.3.3 Cometary dust

The available information on cometary dust is still seen as insufficient to define
a general standard model. Two overviews of cometary gas and dust models are
given in RD10.17 and RD10.18.

These documents are given for information only. New cometary dust models are
presently been developed.

10.4 Reference data

10.4.1 Trackable space debris
The following information on the catalogued space debris population was ob-
tained from the DISCOS [RD10.2] database. The figures show the situation of
mid-1996.

The time evolution of the number of trackable objects in orbit is shown in Fig-
ure 26.

The altitude dependence for the lower altitudes is given in Figure 27.

The object distribution as function of their inclination is plotted in Figure 28. A
concentration at certain inclinations is clearly visible.

10.4.2 Statistical flux models

10.4.2.1 Random plate

Cumulative meteoroid and space debris fluxes (i.e. fluxes of particles of given size
or larger) can be obtained directly from the flux models. Table 32 gives the
number of impacts /m2/year from one side to a randomly oriented plate for a range
of minimum particle sizes. The ORDEM-96 model [RD10.9] was used for the de-
bris fluxes. The results are for an altitude h = 400 km, inclination i = 51,6º, year
2000, ratio of future to historic debris production rate, N = 0,2, and solar activity
S = 140. The meteoroid fluxes are from the model given in 10.3.1. For meteoroids
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a density of % = 2,0 g/cm3 and the assumption of spherical shape were used to con-
vert masses to diameters.

Table 33 gives the same results for a polar reference orbit (h = 800 km, i = 98º,
all other parameters are as for Table 32).

Table 34 gives the number of impacts at the geostationary altitude (h=36000km).
The space debris fluxes are obtained from the MASTER-97 model [RD10.8]. The
model is applicable for sizes of 0,1 mm or larger.

In Figure 29 cumulative meteoroid and space debris fluxes are plotted as function
of diameter for h = 400 km and i = 51,6º (all fluxes and model parameters are as
in Table 32).

Table 32: Cumulative number of impacts, N,
from one side to a randomly oriented plate
for a range of minimum particle sizes using

the ORDEM 96 debris model
Diameter

(cm)
Ndeb

(/m2/year)
Nmet

(/m2/year)
Ntot

(/m2/year)
0,0001 1,23E+4 1,35E+3 1,37E+4
0,0002 3,28E+3 6,38E+2 3,92E+3
0,0003 1,53E+3 4,02E+2 1,93E+3
0,0005 5,92E+2 2,33E+2 8,25E+2
0,0007 3,18E+2 1,68E+2 4,86E+2
0,001 1,64E+2 1,18E+2 2,82E+2
0,002 4,27E+1 5,15E+1 9,42E+1
0,003 1,81E+1 2,70E+1 4,51E+1
0,005 6,31E+0 9,98E+0 1,63E+1
0,007 3,34E+0 4,58E+0 7,92E+0
0,01 1,64E+0 1,81E+0 3,45E+0
0,02 2,31E--1 2,25E--1 4,56E--1
0,03 5,56E--2 5,79E--2 1,14E--1
0,05 1,02E--2 9,46E--3 1,97E--2
0,07 3,56E--3 2,74E--3 6,30E--3
0,1 1,21E--3 7,12E--4 1,92E--3
0,2 1,53E--4 4,90E--5 2,02E--4
0,3 4,63E--5 9,98E--6 5,63E--5
0,5 1,04E--5 1,32E--6 1,17E--5
0,7 4,07E--6 3,47E--7 4,42E--6
1,0 1,60E--6 8,36E--8 1,68E--6
2,0 3,57E--7 5,22E--9 3,62E--7
3,0 1,90E--7 1,03E--9 1,91E--7
5,0 1,08E--7 1,32E--10 1,08E--7
10,0 6,48E--8 8,17E--12 6,48E--8

The results are for an altitude h = 400 km,
inclination i = 51,6º, year 2000, ratio of future to
historic debris production rate, N= 0,2, and solar
activity S = 140. For meteoroids a density of % = 2,0
g/cm3 and spherical shape were used to convert
masses to diameters.
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Table 33: Cumulative number of impacts, N,
from one side to a randomly oriented plate
for a range of minimum particle sizes using

the ORDEM 96 model
Diameter

(cm)
Ndeb

(/m2/year)
Nmet

(/m2/year)
Ntot

(/m2/year)
0,0001 2,93E+4 1,46E+3 3,08E+4
0,0002 8,28E+3 6,86E+2 8,97E+3
0,0003 4,00E+3 4,32E+2 4,43E+3
0,0005 1,62E+3 2,51E+2 1,87E+3
0,0007 8,97E+2 1,81E+2 1,08E+3
0,001 4,81E+2 1,27E+2 6,08E+2
0,002 1,38E+2 5,54E+1 1,93E+2
0,003 6,40E+1 2,91E+1 9,31E+1
0,005 2,46E+1 1,07E+1 3,53E+1
0,007 1,33E+1 4,93E+0 1,82E+1
0,01 6,66E+0 1,94E+0 8,60E+0
0,02 1,25E+0 2,41E--1 1,49E+0
0,03 4,11E--1 6,23E--2 4,73E--1
0,05 9,85E--2 1,02E--2 1,09E--1
0,07 3,78E--2 2,94E--3 4,07E--2
0,1 1,35E--2 7,66E--4 1,43E--2
0,2 1,80E--3 5,27E--5 1,85E--3
0,3 5,56E--4 1,07E--5 5,67E--4
0,5 1,17E--4 1,42E--6 1,18E--4
0,7 3,95E--5 3,73E--7 3,99E--5
1,0 1,86E--5 8,99E--8 1,87E--5
2,0 7,02E--6 5,61E--9 7,03E--6
3,0 4,57E--6 1,10E--9 4,57E--6
5,0 2,92E--6 1,42E--10 2,92E--6
10,0 1,80E--6 8,79E--12 1,80E--6

The results are for an altitude h = 800 km,
inclination i = 98º, year 2000, ratio of future to
historic debris production rate, N = 0,2, and solar
activity S = 140. For meteoroids a density of % = 2,0
g/cm3 and spherical shape were used to convert
masses to diameters.
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Table 34: Cumulative number of impacts, N,
from 1 side to a randomly oriented plate for
a range of minimum particle sizes using the

MASTER debris model
Diameter

(cm)
Ndeb (*)
(/m2/year)

Nmet
(/m2/year)

Ntot
(/m2/year)

0,0001 1,23E+3 1,23E+3
0,0002 5,77E+2 5,77E+2
0,0003 3,64E+2 3,64E+2
0,0005 2,11E+2 2,11E+2
0,0007 1,52E+2 1,52E+2
0,001 1,07E+2 1,07E+2
0,002 4,67E+1 4,67E+1
0,003 2,45E+1 2,45E+1
0,005 9,04E+0 9,04E+0
0,007 4,15E+0 4,15E+0
0,01 2,08E--3 1,64E+0 1,64E+0
0,02 3,05E--4 2,03E--1 2,03E--1
0,03 1,14E--4 5,24E--2 5,25E--2
0,05 2,47E--5 8,57E--3 8,59E--3
0,07 9,09E--6 2,48E--3 2,49E--3
0,1 3,23E--6 6,45E--4 6,48E--4
0,2 3,87E--7 4,44E--5 4,48E--5
0,3 1,23E--7 9,04E--6 9,16E--6
0,5 3,09E--8 1,20E--6 1,23E--6
0,7 1,99E--8 3,14E--7 3,34E--7
1,0 1,51E--8 7,57E--8 9,08E--8
2,0 1,10E--8 4,73E--9 1,57E--8
3,0 1,03E--8 9,30E--10 1,12E--8
5,0 9,75E--9 1,20E--10 9,87E--9
10,0 9,35E--9 7,40E--12 9,36E--9

(*) The MASTER model is only applicable for sizes of
0,01 cm or larger.
The results are for an altitude h = 35786 km,
inclination i = 0,5º, and year 2000. For meteoroids a
density of r = 2,0 g/cm3 and spherical shape were
used to convert masses to diameters.

10.4.2.2 Meteoroid streams

The ratio, F, of the cumulative meteoroid stream flux to the average sporadic flux
is shown in Figures 30a and 30b for the major yearly streams (taken from
RD10.6). Plotted is the activity ratio versus the period of activity based on photo-
graphic meteors with mass, m > 0,1 g.

When impact fluxes are derived from these activity ratios the different stream
velocities (also given in RD10.6) have to be considered.

10.4.2.3 Meteoroids directionality

The present meteoroid flux model assumes an isotropic flux with respect to the
Earth surface. For an orbiting spacecraft the Earth shielding and the spacecraft
motion both introduce a directional dependence.

The Earth shielding factor is defined in 10.3.1.3.
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For a surface with normal pointing towards Earth the flux is reduced by an Earth
shielding factor sf = cos2 γ relative to a surface pointing exactly away fromEarth.

The Earth shielding factor for a surface with normal perpendicular to the Earth
direction is given by:

sf = 1− 1
Õ (η− 0, 5 sin 2η)

For other fixed orientations the shielding factor can be obtained by interpolation.

The directionality caused by the spacecraft motion leads to increased fluxes on
forward facing surfaces and to reduced fluxes on trailing surfaces.

Combining the two factors the following flux ratios for meteoroids are found for
400 km and 800 km altitudes (using the velocity distribution from 10.3.1.2):

400 km 800 km

Front/random & 2,2 & 2,0

Front/rear & 7 & 6

Space face/Earth face & 11 & 5,4

As resulting effects such as penetration depth or impact plasma generation also
depend on parameters such as impact velocity and angle, the directional ratios
for these effects can be considerably different from those given above.

10.4.2.4 Debris directionality

For an oriented spacecraft surface the debris fluxes are different for the various
surfaces.

The highest space debris fluxes are encountered by forward (ram) facing surfaces.
Surfaces on spacecraft in circular Earth orbits which point towards Earth, space
or the rear direction can only be impacted by space debris particles in eccentric
orbits.

The flux ratio oriented/random surface depends on the particle size and the orbit.
For higher inclination orbits impacting fluxes become more peaked towards the
flight direction.
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10.5 Figures

Figure 26: Time evolution of the number of trackable objects in orbit

Figure 27: Altitude distribution of trackable objects in LEO orbits
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Figure 28: Distribution of trackable objects as function of their inclination

The ORDEM 96 debris model was used. The results are for an altitude h = 400 km, inclination
i = 51,6º, year 2000, ratio of future to historic debris production rate,N = 0,2, and solar activity
S = 140. For meteoroids a density of r = 2,0 g/cm3 and spherical shape were used to convert
masses to diameters.

Figure 29: Cumulative number of impacts, N from 1 side to a randomly
oriented plate for a range of minimum particle sizes
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Figure 30: Activity ratio factor versus period of activity for major
meteoroid streams

(a) January -- August
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Figure 30: Activity ratio factor versus period of activity for major
meteoroid streams (continued)

(b) September -- December
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11

Contamination

11.1 Introduction
This clause deals with the induced molecular and particulate environment in the
vicinity of and created by the presence of a spacecraft in space. It is meantmainly
to aid in the definition of the contamination environment of a satellite. The rel-
evant computer models and tools are presented in annex I.

The quantitative modelling of this contamination environment is very complex.
This is due to the high number of materials involved, with a variability of outgas-
sing characteristics. Furthermore, there are interactions of the outgassing prod-
ucts with surfaces, residual gas and with other environmental parameters such
as solar radiation and atomic oxygen.

The contamination analysis, which necessarily is very much dependent of a spe-
cific project/application, cannot be more detailed in this standard.
ECSS--Q--70--01 [RD11.3] defines amongst others the requirements to be followed
and guidelines to be taken into account in order to control the particulate andmol-
ecular contamination within the specified limits during mission.,

The user shall:

D estimate the sensitivity of his system or equipment with regard to conta-
mination;

D identify the contamination sources on-board;
D evaluate with all appropriate means the expected contamination levels or

quantities present in critical areas, taking into account the mechanisms of
transport and fixation of contaminants.
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11.2 Molecular contamination

11.2.1 Sources of molecular contamination

11.2.1.1 Primary sources

11.2.1.1.1 Outgassing of organic materials

Outgassing of organic materials can be approached as a surface evaporation com-
bined with a diffusion for bulk contaminant species. These species can be either
initially present components, or decomposition products.

Initially present outgassing species can be:

D water;
D solvents;
D additives;
D uncured monomeric material;
D lubricants;
D ground contamination species, due to e.g. processes, test, storage, handling,

pre-launch and launch.
The decomposition products are due to exposure of molecular materials to other
environments, such as:

D thermal;
D solar radiation, electromagnetic and charged particles;
D atomic oxygen;
D impacts by micrometeoroids or debris;
D electrical discharges and arcing.
These products consist of lower molecular weight (higher volatility) species than
the original species.

11.2.1.1.2 Plumes

Plume species can result from combustion, unburned propellant vapours, incom-
plete combustion products, sputtered material and other degradation products
from a propulsion or attitude control system and its surroundings swept along
with the jet.

Plumes can also be produced by dumps of gaseous and liquid waste materials of
the environment control and life support systems in manned spacecraft or by
leaks in systems or internal payloads. Overboard disposal of materials cause in-
creased molecular column densities and can cause molecular deposition. Plumes
can consist of gaseous (molecular) species, liquid droplets and solid particles. Par-
ticles can also be formed due to icing or presence of inorganic material during
water dumps.

Return flux or back flow is possible due to ambient scattering, self scattering or
diffusion processes.

11.2.1.1.3 Pyrotechnics and release mechanisms

During operation of pyrotechnics or other release mechanisms gases can evolve.

11.2.1.2 Secondary sources

A surface can act as a secondary source if an incoming contaminant molecule re-
flects (not accommodate, stick or condense on the surface) or if it has a limited
residence time on that surface. Secondary sources can for example be solar panels
having a higher temperature than the surrounding surfaces.
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11.2.2 Transport mechanisms

11.2.2.1 Reflection on surface

A molecule reflects on a surface when the accommodation coefficient during a
collision is zero, i.e. when there is no energy transfer between the molecule and
the surface during that collision. A reflection of a molecule is always specular, al-
though this is dependent on surface roughness, r.m.s.

11.2.2.2 Re-evaporation from surface

Amolecule having a non-zero residence time can re-evaporate from a surface. Re-
evaporation is diffuse, i.e. the molecule is leaving the surface following a Lamber-
tian distribution law.

11.2.2.3 Migration on surface

A molecule accommodated on a surface can migrate over that surface.

11.2.2.4 Collision with residual (natural) atmosphere

The contamination environment shall take into account the collision between the
contamination species and the residual atmosphere. This interaction results in
an ambient scattering of the contamination species, and can sometimes lead to
an increase in the local pressure.

11.2.2.5 Collision with other outgassed molecules

The contamination environment shall take into account the collision between two
contamination molecules. This interaction results in self-scattering of the conta-
mination species.

11.2.2.6 Ionization by other environmental parameters

Amolecule can be ionized due to interaction with (V)UVor charged particles (elec-
trons, protons, ions) and subsequently be attracted by a charged surface.

11.3 Particulate contamination

11.3.1 Sources of particulate contamination

11.3.1.1 Sources inherent to materials

D Particles originating from manufacturing (machining, sawing), handling
(e.g. for brittle materials such as certain paints) or wear (friction).

D Degradation of binder under different environments (e.g. AO, UV) resulting
in loose filler.

D Crack formation and subsequent flaking as a result of thermal cycling.
D Formation of particles due to oxidation in an atomic oxygen environment.

11.3.1.2 Sources external to materials

D Dust particles can be caused by atmospheric fall-out (dust) during assembly,
integration and storage or by human sources during such activities (e.g. hair,
skin flakes, lints or fibres from garments).

D Particles can be produced during spacecraft propulsion or attitude control
operations, the functioning of moving parts (such as shutters), and water
dumps.

D Particles can result from micrometeoroid or debris impacts on materials.
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11.3.2 Transport mechanisms

11.3.2.1 (Acoustic) vibrations

Vibrations due to launch, (attitude control) manoeuvring and docking. Pyro-
technic shocks can cause particles to migrate from one surface to another.

11.3.2.2 Electrostatic attraction

Particles can be charged due to their interaction with ambient plasma, or photo
emission and subsequently attracted by electrically-charged surfaces.

11.3.2.3 Other mechanisms

For specific missions other mechanisms can have an effect on the particles, such
as:

D drag, due to the residual atmosphere in the lowest Earth orbits;
D radiation pressure due to solar radiation;
D gravitational tide, e.g. re-attraction to spacecraft.

11.4 Effect of contamination
The primary concerns of contamination are related to the degradation of space-
craft system or sub-system performances due to the presence of:

D Deposited species onto a critical surface:
S (thermo-)optical properties, such as transmission, reflection, absorption,

scattering;
S tribological properties, outgassing of lubricant, friction due to particles;
S electrical properties, such as surface conductivity, secondary emission

and photo-emission.
D Glow or other surface/gas reactions.
D Free flying species in the field of view of sensors:

S light scattering (star trackers);
S light absorption;
S background increase (natural environment analysis).

The effect of a contamination can be altered by the exposure to other environ-
mental parameters, e.g. UV can increase the absorption due to photo-degradation
(darkening) of the deposited contaminant, atomic oxygen can have a cleaning-up
effect on hydrocarbon material, but can also form non-volatile SiOx that can
further trap other contaminants.

11.5 Models

11.5.1 General
(Worst case) outgassing modelling can be based onVCM-test results, differentiat-
ing between CVCM (low vapour pressure, condensable material) and TML (sum
of condensable and non-condensable material).

More sophisticated outgassing/condensation models takes into account the data
of outgassing or mass flow rates, surface accommodation and sticking coefficients
as obtained by e.g. the VBQC-test [RD11.4] or the ASTM E1559 test [RD11.5].
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11.5.2 Sources

11.5.2.1 Outgassing

For a material that outgassses at a constant rate, independently of the quantity
present, such as e.g. during evaporation or sublimation from a bulk, the process
can be described as a zero order reaction.

dm
dt

= k

where

dm
dt

is the outgassing rate (g cm--2 s--1);

k is the reaction constant.

The weight-loss through evaporation, at a temperature T is given by RD11.6

dm
dt

= 0, 04375× Ps× MT 
1∕2

where

Ps is the vapour pressure in hPa;

dm
dt

is the weight loss per unit area in g cm--2 s--1;

M is the molecular mass;

T is the temperature in K.

The outgassing is often described as a first order reaction [RD11.7] , i.e. the ma-
terial outgasses at a rate that is proportional to the mass available, and using
Arrhenius law temperature dependency. Important parameters for the outgas-
sing rate are temperature, exposed surface area (or the surface available for evap-
oration), surface morphology, dimensions of the material (characteristic dimen-
sion, thickness).

dm
dt

= − km

The factor k can be seen as a measure for the temperature dependent time con-
stant (') of the outgassing phenomenon.

k = 1
τ

Integration of

dm
dt

= m
τ

gives

m = m0 exp(− t∕τ)
Assuming the Arrhenius relation to be valid

τ = τ0 exp(− E∕RT)
it is possible to determine the outgassing as function of temperature.

The mass loss can be expressed as

mloss = m0 −m= m0 (1− exp(− t∕τ))
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11.5.2.2 Plumes

Evaluation of plumes of thrusters or vents is often described by specific applica-
tion related models. Parametric descriptions of plumes constitute an interesting
alternative to spacecraft designers.

The mass flux ( of a plume can be expressed in the most generic form

Φ(r,Θ)= fr,Θ,dm
dt


where

((r, )) is the flux at a given position from the vent;

r is the radial distance from the vent;

) is the angle from the centerline of the vent;

dm/dt is the mass flow from the vent;

where, moreover, the function f depends on the plume type. However this formula
can in general be reduced in a good approximation to the product

Φ(r,Θ)= A dm
dt
 f1(Θ) r−2

where

A is a normalization coefficient.

For a thruster, the function f1 is peaked around ) = 0 and can be expressed as a
sum of decreasing exponentials [RD11.8] or as a (high) power law of cos()) or both
[RD11.9]. It is in some extent specific of each thruster.

Plumes from vents are more standard and the f1 function can consequently be
fixed: the mass flux is approximated by the following engineering model:

Φ(r,Θ)= (n+ 1)
(2Õ)

 dm
dt
 cosn(Θ) r−2

where 1 # n # 2 is used for space station design. The divergence is larger than the
one of thrusters.

11.5.3 Transport of molecular contaminants

11.5.3.1 Transport between surfaces

11.5.3.1.1 General

The following subclauses only deal with the methods and models for transport of
neutral molecules (11.2.2.4 and 11.2.2.5). There is no available model of ion trans-
port devoted to contamination (11.2.2.6).

Three levels of complexity and accuracy inmodelling the transport of neutralmol-
ecular contaminants can be distinguished.

11.5.3.1.2 Simplest view factors

This model simulates collisionless transport. In such a case the fraction of conta-
minants coming from surface j to surface i is given by the view factorVij of surface
i seen from surface j (including the cosine factor coming from the Lambertian
emission law). These view factors are similar to the ones of radiative thermal
analysis. They can be computed geometrically or byMonte-Carlo ray tracing. The
incident mass on a surface i is then given by

SjVij

dmj

dt
where j runs over all surfaces and dmj∕dt denotes the outgassing mass rate of sur-
face j.
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11.5.3.1.3 Simplified Monte-Carlo

Collisions of contaminants are simulated in a simplified way, the density and
speed of possible partners for molecular collisions are given a priori:

D for ambient scatter, the ambient density and speed are easily known, but
wakes (or “shades”) are usually not treated;

D for self-scatter, the contaminant density is very simplified and usually taken
proportional to 1/r2 and with spherical symmetry.

This simplifying assumption has a consequence: the fraction of contaminants
coming onto surface i from surface j is still a constant (depending on assumed den-
sities) that can be called an effective view factor. It results from the view factor
(11.5.3.1.2) for collisionless processes diminished by the fraction of scattered mol-
ecules and increased by molecules outgassed in other directions but redirected to
surface j due to collisions. The deposition rate is then computed similarly to the
case in 11.5.3.1.2.

This method is usually limited to one collision per molecule because the uncer-
tainties due to the densities given a priori increase with collision number. This
effective view factors can conveniently be computed by Monte-Carlo ray-tracing
method.

Both methods 11.5.3.1.2 and 11.5.3.1.3 can include other contaminant sources
such as vents and plumes. The view factors are then replaced by interception fac-
tors.

11.5.3.1.4 True Monte-Carlo (Direct Simulation Monte-Carlo, DSMC)

This computes multiple collisions in a realistic way. The collision probabilities are
computed auto-coherently from the densities given by the simulation. This
method ismore time consuming and requiresmorework for programming (inpar-
ticular, contrarily to 11.5.3.1.2 and 11.5.3.1.3., it requires a meshing of volume
and not only of spacecraft surfaces).

Either method can be better suited, depending on the spacecraft configuration.
A potential contamination of a sensitive protected surface through multiple colli-
sions shall require a precise DSMC simulation. In simpler cases, when conta-
mination essentially happens in line-of-sight, it shall be more appropriate to use
the less time-consuming and more widespread methods of 11.5.3.1.2 and
11.5.3.1.3.

11.5.3.2 Surface transpor t

Reflections on surfaces (11.2.2.1) and re-evaporation (11.2.2.2) are easy to imple-
ment and are usually included inmodels, the latter (re-evaporation) often as part
of the outgassing process. Migrations on surfaces on the contrary are complex
processes and there is no commercial available model.

11.5.3.3 Transport of particles

As mentioned in 11.3.2 particulate transport is governed by several phenomena:

a. atmospheric drag

b. solar radiation pressure

c. differential gravitational effects (with respect to spacecraft) which result in
tide effects

d. particulate charging and subsequent electrostatic effects

among which the first three may be computed by methods similar to spacecraft
orbit computing, whereas point d. requires specific modelling to access particu-
late charging in a plasma and potential map around spacecraft. The dominant
phenomena are most commonly modelled: point a. atmospheric drag, first, and
also point d. that gets important in GEO. Points b. and c. can become dominant
in cases when points a. and d. become small (high altitude and no charging).
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A last aspect of particulate transport is their interaction with walls. Sticking and
accommodation coefficients are, however, very difficult to assess.

Most particulate contamination models remain in the field of research. Very few
of them seem to be transferable to other users (only code described here in in-
formative annex I.10: OPT).
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Annex A (informative)

It is the purpose of these informative annexes to provide supplementary informa-
tion to the main text. All these annexes are called up in the main text. There is
a one-to-one correspondence between the sections in the body of the document.
Therefore, the main body section number ismentioned in each informative annex
section title.

In several areas of natural and induced environments, models and tools are
undergoing rapid evolution and development. Therefore, where appropriate,
likely or possible future models are indicated. It is expected that in future re-
visions of this Standard, models which are outlined in the informative annexes
become the standards referenced in the main body.
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Annex B (informative)

Gravitation

A--A--
B--B--

B.1 Related tools
The GRIM4 series of European global Earth gravity field modes has been devel-
oped through cooperation betweenGeoForschungs-Zentrum Potsdam (GFZ, Ger-
many) and Groupe de Geodesie Spatiale (GRGS, France). The GRIM4 model ex-
ists as a satellite only version GRIM4-S and a combined solution GRIM4-C. The
GRIM4-S series of satellites is derived from optical, laser and Doppler tracking
and is complete up to degree and order 50. Combination with gravity anomaly and
altimetry data provides theGRIM4-C solution with coefficients complete up to de-
gree and order 60.

The United States Department of Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) has produced
the World Geodetic System (WGS) Earth gravitation models, the most recent of
whichWGS-84 provides harmonic coefficients to degree and order 180. Themodel
is based on Doppler tracking data of near-Earth satellites, laser-ranging data on
LAGEOS and STARLETTE, satellite altimetry data over the oceans and mean
gravity anomalies derived from surface observations.

The new EGM96model, developed jointly by NASAGoddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC), the National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA, formerly DMA) and
TheOhio StateUniversity, provides amore accurate reference surface for the top-
ography, improves models of the ocean circulation, improves orbit determination
for low--orbiting satellites, and contributes to global and regional studies in tec-
tonics and geodynamics. The new spherical harmonic model, is complete to de-
gree 360, corresponding to a global resolution of about 55 km. EGM96 incorpor-
ates newly released surface gravity data from around the globe, over three
decades of precise satellite tracking data and altimeter measurements of the
ocean surface from the TOPEX/POSEIDON, ERS--1 and GEOSAT satellites.

B.2 Effects
A number of simple analytic expressions [RDB.1] exist which provide approxi-
mate engineering solutions for perturbations to a satellite orbit about the Earth.

The Earth is appreciably oblate, the equatorial diameter being 42,77 km greater
than the polar diameter. Changes in the gravity field caused by this oblateness
lead to the major perturbations to a satellite orbit. First, the orbital plane of the
satellite rotates about the Earth axis in a direction opposite to the satellite mo-
tion; and secondly, the major axis of the orbit rotates in the orbital plane. A
number of simple analytic expressions exist which assume that the Earth is sym-
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metric about its polar axis and also consider only the dominant terms in the har-
monic expansions.

The rate of nodal regression is given to first order by:

Ω
.
= −

3nC20R2
E cos i

2a2(1− e2)
The rate of precession of the line of apsides is given to first order by:

ω
. =

3nC20R2
E(4− 5 sin2 i)

4a2(1− e2)
where

a is the semimajor axis of the satellite orbit;

e is the eccentricity of the orbit;

i is the inclination of the satellite orbit;

Ω is the right ascension of ascending node of the orbit;

ω is the argument of perigee of the orbit;

n
GM

a3


C20 is the spherical harmonic coefficient representing the flattening of
the Earth.

These perturbations to the satellite trajectory are exploited by mission designers
to achieve preferred orbital configurations optimized to a particular application.

A Sun-synchronous orbit (one where the orbital plane remains nominally fixed
relative to the Sun) can be achieved by matching the nodal regression rate Ω to
the average rotation rate of the Earth around the Sun. Thus by setting Ω to
0,9856 º/day and substituting in the appropriate values of a, e, RE, and C20, we
see that Sun-synchronisity is only possible for retrograde (i > 90º) orbits.

The precession of the line of apsides ω. is zero when the orbital inclination is set
to 63,4º. This characteristic is exploited in the so-called Molniya orbit which em-
ploys a highly eccentric orbit and a frozen perigee is the southern hemisphere to
provide communication coverage to high northern latitudes.

A geosynchronous orbit (one where the period of the orbit of a satellite matches
the daily rotation of the Earth on its axis) can be achieved bymatching the period
of the orbit T to 1436 min by varying the semimajor axis of the orbit
(ageos = 42164,5 km) where:

T = 2Õ
n

The longitudinal variation of the Earth gravitational field has a significant influ-
ence on geostationary orbits. The terms representing the ellipticity of the Earth’s
equatorial section (C22 and S22) and oblateness (C20) combine to provide the so-
called triaxiality perturbation resulting in a longitudinal drift from the stable
points (105,3º W and 75,1º E) of the Earth’s potential field which represents an
East-West station-keeping problem for a geostationary satellite.

Flury [RDB.2] provides an expression for the longitudinal acceleration:

Λ
..
= k2 sin 2(Λ−Λ0)

Λ−Λ0 is the departure from the stable point

and where

k2 = − 18 C2
22 + S2

22
 ω

a2


a2
s
=1,7 × 10--3 º/day2

ω is the sidereal rotation rate of the Earth;
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a! is the mean equatorial radius of the Earth;

as is the semimajor axis of the synchronous orbit.

For satellites at low altitude (<1000 km), the orbital perturbation due to aerody-
namic forces can be significant. The passage of a satellite through an atmosphere
can induce drag and lift forces. The drag force acts in the opposite direction to the
satellite velocity vector relative to the atmosphere, the lift force acting perpen-
dicular to this velocity vector. Lift forces can normally be neglected for most satel-
lites except when precise orbit determination is required. The drag force has the
dominant influence on the satellite trajectory and acts to reduce the semimajor
axis and eccentricity of the orbit, and thus in turn the orbital lifetime. King-Hele
has developed simple analytic expressions relating the change in a satellite orbit
to the aerodynamic forces acting on it. For a circular orbit the orbital lifetime is
given by:

L = Hm
GM a ÃSCD

where

H is the density scale height of the atmosphere (see clause 7);

Ã is the atmospheric density at distance from Earth a (see clause 8);

S is the profile area of the satellite;

CD is the drag coefficient of the satellite (see clause 7).

The gravitational attraction of theMoon and Sun influences the orbit of a satellite
about the Earth. The major influence is a cyclic variation in the inclination and
eccentricity of the orbit. Thismanifests in geosynchronous orbit as a periodic vari-
ation in the orbital inclination requiring North-South station keeping tomaintain
anominally geostationary orbit. Cook [RDB.3] has derived expressions for the av-
erage rates of change of orbital elements due to the gravitational attraction of a
third body.

Solar radiation pressure can also perturb a satellite trajectory from the nominal
Keplerian orbit. The major influence of solar radiation pressure (see clause 6) is
an increase in orbital eccentricity. At geosynchronous altitudes this can be signifi-
cant and leading to active stationkeeping while at lower altitudes the effect can
be neglected.

The relativemagnitudes of the accelerations due to each of the perturbing sources
are compared in Table B--1.

B.3 Gravitational field at the surface of a planet
The gravitational accelerations F/m at the surface of the planets given below are
derived from their respective masses M and equatorial radii R.
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Table B--1: Planetary gravitational
characteristics

Planet

Equatorial
radius, R

(km)
Mass, M
(kg)

GM
(km3s--2)

F/m
(ms--2)

Mercury 2420 3,345 × 1023 22322 3,5
Venus 6200 4,881 × 1024 325657 8,5
Earth 6378 5,974 × 1024 398600 9,8
Mars 3400 6,452 × 1023 43049 3,7
Jupiter 71370 1,900 × 1027 126754940 25,9
Saturn 60400 5,687 × 1026 37946762 11,1
Uranus 23530 8,722 × 1025 5819566 10,5
Neptune 22300 1,033 × 1026 6895788 13,8

B.4 Uncertainties
The 1σ errors associatedwith the spherical harmonic coefficients for JGM-2 given
in Table 2 forCnm and Table 3 for Snm are given below in Table B--2 and TableB--3,
respectively. The errors should be interpreted with caution as many of the coeffi-
cients have highly correlated errors, especially for higher degree terms and the
zonal coefficients.

Table B--2: Covariance errors in normalized coefficients Cnm (units of 10--6)
from JGM--2 model to degree (n) and order (m) 9

n
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 0,0001090 0,0000261 0,0002600 0,0001570 0,0003540 0,0003620 0,0005210 0,0005730
1 0,0004170 0,0002350 0,0008440 0,0004870 0,0012000 0,0009020 0,0013500
2 0,0001240 0,0002660 0,0004270 0,0006760 0,0008020 0,0012400 0,0011400 0,0016000

m
3 0,0002010 0,0002290 0,0003910 0,0006450 0,0008340 0,0011500 0,0013200

m 4 0,0002100 0,0002510 0,0003700 0,0005470 0,0007900 0,0010100
5 0,0002490 0,0001980 0,0003580 0,0004520 0,0007230
6 0,0002440 0,0001630 0,0003520 0,0004600
7 0,0003130 0,0002032 0,0003780
8 0,0003820 0,0002840
9 0,0004780

Table B--3: Covariance errors in normalized coefficients Snm (units of 10--6)
from JGM--2 model to degree (n) and order (m) 9

n
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 0,0004160 0,0002280 0,0008490 0,0004880 0,0011800 0,0008910 0,0012700
2 0,0001240 0,0002920 0,0004390 0,0007060 0,0008380 0,0012700 0,0012100 0,0015900
3 0,0001970 0,0002210 0,0003840 0,0006160 0,0008390 0,0010900 0,0013300

m 4 0,0002120 0,0002450 0,0003710 0,0005310 0,0007880 0,0009880
5 0,0002480 0,0002000 0,0003680 0,0004490 0,0007310
6 0,0002460 0,0001630 0,0003460 0,0004740
7 0,0003090 0,0002070 0,0003690
8 0,0003880 0,0002840
9 0,0004750
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Annex C (informative)

Geomagnetic field

C--C--

C.1 Description of magnetosphere
Figure C--1 shows a schematic of the magnetosphere, including representative
field lines and the main “external” current systems. The impinging solar wind
compresses the Earth’s field on the day side and elongates it on the night side,
making a bow-wave and wake type structure. Although the main Earth field is
relatively stable, the external currents are highly variable and affected by solar
wind and interplanetary magnetic field effects resulting from solar events such
as high speed streams, coronal mass ejections and shocks.

The main external current systems are:

D the ring current, flowing azimuthally around the Earth in the plasmasphere
(L ≲ 4);

D the cross-tail current;
D magnetopause boundary currents.

C.2 Derivation of dipole strength from field model coefficients
Considering the centred dipole terms (n = 1,m = 0,1), equation 5.1 then becomes:

V = 1
r2
 g01a3 cos(Ò)+ g1

1a
3 cos(Ô) sin(Ò)+ h1

1a
3 sin(Ô) sin(Ò)

Each of the terms represents the contribution to the total dipolar potential from
dipoles aligned with the three geocentric Cartesian axes. This is easily seen since
the scalar potential due to a dipole whose strength and orientation are given by
a moment m is:

V =
(m.r)
r3

= 1
r2

mz cos(Ò)+mx cos(Ô) sin(Ò)+my sin(Ô) sin(Ò)

Comparing these equations it is clear that the total dipole strength (moment) is
therefore:

M = a3  (g01)2 + (g1
1)
2 + (h1

1)
2 1∕2
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Figure C--1: Schematic of the magnetosphere showing the
current flows and magnetic field lines

C.3 Incompatibilities and inconsistencies
McIlwain first established the B, L coordinate system in 1961 with a dipole mo-
ment of 31165,3 nT.R3

E [RD C.1]. This raises an important problem. Although
changes to the geomagnetic field are small, they can have a large effect if applied
to radiation environment models which have large gradients of particle flux as
a function of altitudes, at their lowest altitudes [RD C.2] and so are highly suscep-
tible to error. It is therefore important when computing B, L coordinates for acces-
sing radiation environment models to use precisely the same definition of L (and
therefore value forM in equation 5.2), together with the geomagnetic field model
and epoch, as were used in the production of the model in the first place.

Vette [RD C.3] indicates that the Jensen and Cain model (epoch 1960) was used
throughout this modelling. However, even this subsequently appears to be wrong
[RD C.2]. Therefore, use of the models defined in clause 9, together with
M=31165,3, shall be regarded as the standard for computing B, L for radiation
environment models until provisions for employing more recent models can be
made.

C.4 IGRF model details and availability
The formal contact point for the IGRF series models is:

IGRF Secretariat, NASA/GSFC, Code 921

Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

langel@geomag.gsfc.nasa.gov

However, the model is available via WWW or FTP at:

ftp://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/models/

and more information is available at:

http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/space/model/magnetos/
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The IGRF-95 model consists of coefficient sets for the epochs 1945 to 1995 in steps
of five years and the first time derivatives of the coefficients for the time period
1995 to 2000. During the 5-year intervals between consecutive models, linear in-
terpolation is recommended. The IGRF coefficients for 1945, 1950," 1985, 1990
are definitive coefficient sets, referred to by the title DGRF.

In combination with the IGRF coefficient sets different subroutines have been
used to determine the components of the magnetic field vector and the L-value
at a given location. The standard version uses the subroutines FELDG (magnetic
field vector) and SHELLG (L shell) developed by G. Kluge (ESA/ESOC). His use
of inverse Cartesian coordinates simplifies the computation. The IGRF subrou-
tines were developed by A. Zunde of the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The pro-
gram BILCAL produces tables of the geomagnetic field strength, vector compo-
nents (Babs., Bnorth, Beast, Bdown, declination, inclination), equatorial/minimum
field strength (B0), dipole moment, and L-value in latitude, longitude (geodetic),
altitude, or year (decimal).

Models referred to in clause 5 for the perturbations to the Earth field from exter-
nal sources are available from the NSSDC www site (http:/nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/
space/model/).

Models and access routines are also available in Europe fromBIRA/IASB (B) and
via the WWW at http://www.spenvis.oma.be/spenvis, the Space Environment In-
formation System.
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Annex D (informative)

Solar and Earth electromagnetic radiation and

indices

D--D--

D.1 Solar spectrum details
Figure D--1 shows the solar irradiation spectrum at sea level and outside the
Earth atmosphere.

Solar irradiance values (in photons/cm2 s--1) and energy fluxes (in W/cm2) for the
wavelength range 175,439 nm to 852,5 nm, split into small intervals, are given
in [RDD.1] and reproduced in [RDD.2].

The ASTM standard [RDD.3] defines a solar spectral irradiance curve for the
wavelength range 115 nm to 400000 nm.

D.2 Albedo and infrared variability
Information on the variability of the albedo and the Earth infrared radiation can
be found in [RDD.2].

As an example, Table D--1 gives the mean albedo data for 30º, 60º and 90º inclina-
tion orbits. These are average values taken from [RDD.2]. The average albedo
from Table D--1 (and also the average from other, more extensive data, given in
[RDD.2]) appears to be somewhat below the standard average value of 0,3.

The values are the reflected fraction. The given percentile is the probability that
the indicated albedo value is not exceeded. The albedo values are corrected to zero
zenith angle.

Table D--1: Running mean (averaged
over 90 minutes) albedo percentile data
Orbit Incl. 3 % 50 % 97 %

30º 0,14 0,18 0,22
60º 0,17 0,23 0,32
90º 0,18 0,25 0,34

A value of 0,3 and the same spectrum as the Sun were specified as standard for
the Earth albedo. On a short time scale, albedo can be very variable and range
from about 0,05 to 0,6.
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In addition, the albedo spectrum can change, depending on properties of the sur-
face and atmosphere. Ground vegetation and atmospheric water and dust can
lead to absorption in certain wavelength bands and result in a highly variable
albedo spectrum.

Table D--2 gives running mean values for the Earth emitted infrared radiation for
30º, 60º and 90º inclination orbits. These are average values taken from [RDD.2].
The given percentile is the probability that the indicated infrared radiation value
is not exeeded.

Table D--2: Running mean (averaged over 90
minutes) Earth infrared radiation percentile

values in units of W/m2

Orbit Incl. 3 % 50 % 97 %
30º 227 246 265
60º 211 233 255
90º 205 227 250

D.3 Activity indices information
Figures D--2 and D--3 show the F10,7, Sunspot Number (SSN) and Ap indices over
the last two solar cycles. Figure D--2 gives the daily and Figure D--3 the monthly
mean values. The large fluctuations in the daily values are averaged out in the
monthly mean values (please note the different scale of the figures). The short
term Ap spikes are important for density variations and this is not well reflected
in the long term high values.

The long termpredictions of average solar activity, as given in Table 11 (see clause
6) can bias bymild cycles. The solar activity of the last two cycles clearly exceeded
the long term average.

Regular updates of measured and predicted activity values are provided by the
Marshall Space Flight Center [RDD.4a] and the National Geophysical Data
Center [RDD.4b]. Indices are available via the World Wide Web:

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/

D.4 Radio noise
The magnetosphere-ionosphere system is filled with natural plasma emission
sources. Fig. D.4 presents an overview of the natural plasma noise levels from
near-Earth, solar and some cosmic sources (taken from [RDD.2]).

Electromagnetic radiation with frequencies below the peak plasma frequency of
1 MHz to 10 MHz is most likely negligible for spacecraft if the source is below
about 200 km. The main near-Earth noise sources above that altitude are auroral
arcs and ionospheric irregularities.

Man-made narrow band sources from 1MHz to 300 GHz can be important for or-
biting spacecraft.

D.5 Solar radiation pressure
A spacecraft moving within the solar system experiences a perturbation to its tra-
jectory due to the incidence of solar radiation upon its illuminated surfaces. Elec-
tromagnetic radiation carries momentum and the reflection of incident radiation
at a surface represents an exchange of momentum. The solar radiation exerts a
small pressure, SRP, on a spacecraft given by:

SRP = F
c

where F is the solar energy flux at the spacecraft and c is the speed of light.
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The effect of this solar radiation pressure as a force acting upon the vehicle is de-
pendent upon the reflective characteristics of the spacecraft surfaces.

The perturbing effect upon a spacecraft’s trajectory is directly dependent upon
the vehicle’s area to mass ratio and inversely proportional to the square of its dis-
tance from the Sun.

Hence the disturbing acceleration due to solar radiation FSRP, acting along the
Sun-spacecraft line, can be expressed as:

FSRP = R A
m SRP as

rs
2

where

R is a constant whose value depends upon the reflective properties of
the surface;

rs is the distance of the satellite from the Sun;

as is the mean distance of the Earth from the Sun;

A is the area of the satellite;

m is the mass of the satellite.

D.6 Figures
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Figure D--1: Normally incident solar radiation at sea level
on very clear days, solar spectral irradiance outside the

Earth atmosphere at 1 AU, and black body spectral
irradiance curve at T=5762 K.
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Figure D--2: Daily solar and geomagnetic activity indices
over the last two solar cycles.
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Figure D--3: Monthly mean solar and geomagnetic activity
indices over the last two solar cycles.
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Figure D--4: Power flux levels for various frequency ranges
of naturally occurring electromagnetic and plasma waves

(from [RDD.2]).
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Annex E (informative)

The neutral Earth atmosphere

E--E--

E.1 Overview of atmosphere models
Early models of the thermosphere emerged around 1965 (e.g. Harris-Priester,
Jacchia-65). These, as well as their descendants Jacchia-71 [RDE.1], CIRA-72
[RDE.2], and Jacchia-77 [RDE.3], were based on a numerical quadrature of the
species-wise diffusion equations. In these models the altitude profile of the
number densities ni is largely determined by the magnitude of the exospheric
temperature T#. This quantity is used to accommodate all activity related and
diurnal effects, while semi-annual variations are introduced via empirical correc-
tion functions. In the Jacchia-77 model species-wise corrections are also intro-
duced for diurnal, seasonal/latitudinal, and geomagnetic effects. The numerical
quadrature can be very CPU demanding in orbit predictions. To improve the turn
around time for calls to such routines, Mueller [RDE.4] implemented the Jacchia-
Lineberry algorithm for the Jacchia-71 [RDE.1] model, and Lafontaine [RDE.5]
developed an equally efficient method to approximate the Jacchia-77 model. The
MET-87 model (Marshall Engineering Thermosphere Model, [RDE.6]) is also
based on the early Jacchia-71 atmosphere, but it extends the range of output
quantities, including pressure, pressure scale height, and ratio of specific heats.

Another line of atmosphere models directly applies analytical solutions of simpli-
fied diffusion equations to derive concentration profiles. The most prominent
class of these models is called MSIS (Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter,
[RDE.7, RDE.8, RDE.9]).

The MSIS models were continuously improved in 1977, 1983, and 1986 as new
measurement data and new analysis results became available. MSIS-86 also be-
came the CIRA-86 reference atmosphere for thermospheric altitudes. Recently,
MSIS 86 has been upgraded to MSISE-90 by a continuation to ground level with
smooth density and temperature profiles. The DTM-77 model (Density and Tem-
perature Model) by Barlier et al. has a similar structure as MSIS-77 but limits
itself to the constituents N2, O2, O, and He [RDE.10, RDE.11]. Hydrogen, which
becomes dominant at high altitudes especially for low activity levels, is not taken
into account. The Cmodel by Proelss et al. [RDE.12] also has aMSIS-77 structure
with modified correction functions. The advantage of MSIS, DTM, and C lies in
their model flexibility to account for observed changes, and in their comprehen-
sive range of output results (including number densities).
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A third class of thermosphere models only aims at total densities as output result.
The underlying data of the Russian GOST-84 model [RDE.13] are solely derived
from satellite drag analysis. Total density is computed from a reference altitude
profile which is adjusted by four factors accounting for (1) diurnal, (2) seasonal/
latitudinal, (3) solar activity, and (4) geomagnetic activity effects. An updated set
of model coefficients has been published in 1990. The TD-88 model by Sehnal et
al. [RDE.14] ismore flexible in its formulation, since TD-88 does not assume a rig-
orous separation of perturbing effects (factorization of corrections) as is done by
GOST-84. The TD-88 model, however, should only be applied to altitudes from
150 km to 750 km.

E.2 Accessibility of the MSISE-90 model
The MSISE-90 model can be obtained via “ftp://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/models/
msise90” from the NSSDC Web homepage. In applications which require a
smooth, continuous density profile with altitude the “departure from diffusive
equilibrium” option in MSISE-90 should be switched off (corresponding to switch
setting SW(15) = 0,0).
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Annex F (informative)

Plasma

F--F--

F.1 Surface charging
This is principally a phenomenon that occurs in the outer magnetosphere, where
plasma temperatures are high, but can also occur in the auroral zone, due to high
fluxes of precipitating energetic electrons. High-level electrostatic charging re-
sults from the tendency for surfaces to achieve an equilibrium where there is a
balance of the currents to them:

Ie+ Ip+ Ise+ Ibe+ Isp+ Iph+ Icond = 0

where

Ie is the electron ambient current. This is the driver of high-level charg-
ing to negative potential;

Ip is the ion ambient current. This counters negative charging but is
weaker than electron current, since flux is proportional to (KT/M)1/2;

Ise is the low-energy secondary electrons resulting from electron im-
pact. This is strongly material-dependent. Yield can be >1 for low-en-
ergy impacting electrons;

Ibe is the back-scattered primary electrons;

Isp is the low-energy secondary electrons resulting from ion impact;

Iph is the low-energy photoemitted electrons due to solar UV. This is
usually the dominant counter-charging current in sunlight;

Icond is the current between spacecraft surfaces, via material resistivity.

Charging occurs when Ie dominates the other currents. The surface potential be-
comes increasingly negative until this current becomes diminished by the poten-
tial barrier and equality with the other currents is achieved. Because secondary
emission, back-scatter, photoemission and conductivity all depend on material
properties, the flux and spectrum of the incident electrons, required to cause
charging, depend on the material. The secondary emission coefficient (σ) is cru-
cial, peaking usually for incident electrons of energy < 1,5 keV. If σ is greater than
one, the net electron current opposes charging. At higher-energy the yield falls
and as a result, the higher-energy component of the environment is important in
driving charging. In sunlight, a surface emits a high flux of low-energy electrons
which opposes charging. Darkness, due to satellite eclipse or self-shadowing, re-
moves this photoelectron emission and high-level charging is more likely in these
conditions.
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Charging of a whole spacecraft is not usually hazardous, although it can interfere
with the operation of scientific instruments. Danger to the spacecraft itself
usually results from differential charging i.e. where different parts of the space-
craft are charged to different levels. This occurs because of the different material
characteristics and orientation of different surfaces. The resulting electrostatic
discharges between adjacent surfaces or between surfaces and ground can cause
current spikes in sensitive electronic circuitry.

Figure F--1 shows a charging event as detected by the Low Energy Plasma Ana-
lyser onCRRES. The narrow band in the top ion spectrogram, between 18 UTand
21UT, corresponds to cold ions that are accelerated into the detector by the space-
craft potential. On this occasion, the spacecraft potential reachedmore than 1 kV.
This occurred when electron fluxes above 10 keV were most enhanced.

The three frames for each species correspond to look directions perpendicular to the field,
field-aligned (looking equator-ward) and field-aligned (looking Earth-ward). (Courtesy of
MSSL/UCL)

Figure F--1: Spectrograms showing electron and ion fluxes
during a charging event

F.2 Charging in LEO
Charging in LEO occurs for the same reasons as charging elsewhere, i.e. due to
high fluxes of electrons with energy a few kilo electron-volts or higher. This limits
LEO charging to the auroral zone. However, at low altitudes, there is a substan-
tial cold ion population which tends to neutralize negative potentials. Hence
charging occurs less readily, and preferentially on wake surfaces, where ion den-
sities are reduced. It rarely achieves the potentials seen in the outer magneto-
sphere but causes a greater amount of sputtering due to the high ion density.
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Figure F--2 shows the charging potential seen during an auroral crossing by
DMSP F6 in November 1983. The spacecraft potential showed little correlation
with electron total flux but peaked when electron fluxes above 14 keV were high.
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Figure F--2: Satellite potential and electron integral
number flux above 30 eV and 14 keV [RDF.1]

Yeh and Gussenhoven [RDF.2] performed a statistical survey of environments
seen by theDMSP satellite and their relationship with LEO charging levels. Vari-
ousmodels are given, corresponding to different observed spectral shapes and re-
flecting the origin of the electrons:

D Type 1: low-energy Maxwellian + accelerated Maxwellian;
D Type 2: constant at low-energy + accelerated Maxwellian;
D Type 3: double-exponential + accelerated Maxwellian.
About 50 % of the >100 V charging events corresponded to type 2 and this is the
type of spectrum adopted by MIL-STD-1809 [RDF.3] and used in this Standard.
The transition between low and high-energy parts is at energies in the range
12--18 keV and the accelerated Maxwellian has temperatures of 4--7 keV.

F.3 NASCAP charging code
The most commonly used code in theWest, for simulating surface charging in the
outer magnetosphere, is NASCAP or NASCAP--GEO [RDF.4]. This calculates the
total current, due to all the current contributions, for each surface on a numeri-
cally modelled 3-D spacecraft, using a twoMaxwellian environment for both ions
and electrons. From these currents, the change in potential at each surface is
calculated. The current and potential calculations can be performed iteratively
until an equilibrium charging state is achieved. Where spacecraft geometry is
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unimportant because all that is required is the susceptibility of a particular ma-
terial to charging in a particular environment, then a simple 1-D code, MATCHG
[RDF.4], based on a subset of NASCAP subroutines, can be used. Current collec-
tion in both codes is determined using the “thick sheath” approximation i.e. as-
suming that theDebye length is long compared to the spacecraft dimensions. This
approach is valid at GEO but for charging in low-altitude auroral conditions a dif-
ferent approach is needed.

In Figure F--3, MATCHG has been used to show the different charging responses
to changing electron temperature of a number of typical materials found in space.
Each is for a single Maxwellian distribution with density 1 cm-3, in eclipse. For
each material, the potential rises with electron temperature but the different sec-
ondary emission characteristics means that there is a wide difference between
different materials.

Ion and electron density of 1 cm--3 is assumed and an ion temperature of 10 keV.
For eachmaterial the secondary yieldmaximumand the energy atwhich it occurs
is given.
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Figure F--3: Surface potential vs. electron temperature for
a number of materials

F.4 POLAR charging code
The main problem with computing charging in LEO is computing effects asso-
ciated with the spacecraft sheath. The most notable computational tool for asses-
sing interactions and charging at low altitudes is the 3-D POLAR code [RDF.5].
This uses numerical techniques to track ambient ions inwards from the electro-
static sheath surrounding a negatively charged spacecraft, onto the spacecraft
surface. Spacecraft velocity is included as an input and ram and wake effects are
simulated. One or twoMaxwellian componentsmay be used to define the ambient
plasma. The electron population in POLAR is a superposition of power-law, Max-
wellian, and Gaussian components. Once the surface currents have been found,
POLAR calculates potentials and equilibrium charging state in a similar way to
NASCAP.
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F.5 Other charging codes
There are a number of other codes available to simulate surface charging. Two
Russian codes ECO-M [RDF.6] and COULOMB [RDF.7] perform a very similar
function to NASCAP and POLAR and a LEO version of NASCAP, called
NASCAP-LEO [RDF.8] also exists. A 1-D charging code, called EQUIPOT [RDF.9]
performs computations assuming either thick-sheath or thin-sheath current
collection and is thus applicable to GEO and LEO charging.
This code is available in the Space Environment Information System (Spenvis)
at http://www.spenvis.oma.be/spenvis/.

Whilst charging codes are usually a good indicator of whether a spacecraft design
is susceptible to charging or not, it is very difficult to quantitatively calculate
charging potentials. The main reason for this is that the equilibrium potential is
highly sensitive on material properties, such as secondary emission coefficient.
These properties are very difficult tomeasure on the ground and, in any case, fre-
quently change in orbit.

F.6 NASA worst case charging environment
The NASA worst case charging environment for the outer magnetosphere
[RDF.10] is widely used in spacecraft charging assessment and is different from
the one defined in this standard. NASA chose aworst case charging event derived
from the 90th percentile ion and electron environments.

Table F--1: NASA worst-case environment

Ne (cm--3) Te (KeV) Ni (cm--3) Ti (KeV)
1,12 12 0,236 29,5

Since severe ion and electron environments do not necessarily happen at the
same time it is felt that this environment is overly severe. Hence in this standard,
an extreme environment, known to produce severe charging has been specified.

F.7 Ram and wake effects
When a spacecraft velocity is higher than or comparable to the ion acoustic veloc-
ity, it distorts the plasma environment it experiences, creating a void of particles
behind it and often a build-up of particles before it. These effects are seen princi-
pally in the ionosphere. The ion acoustic velocity is the speed at which pressure
differences are transmitted through a plasma and is defined as:

Vs = KTe + γkTi

M
1∕2

where

Vs is the acoustic velocity in m s--1;

k is the Boltzmann constant;

Te and Ti are the electron and ion temperatures, respectively, in K;

M is the ion mass in kg;

γ is a constant, usually 3.

Taking typical parameters for the 300 km ionosphere (Te = Ti = 1000 K, Composi-
tion 77 % O+, 20 % H+, 3 % He+) this velocity is 1,5 km/s. A spacecraft in a circu-
lar orbit at this altitude has a velocity V of 7,7 km/s. Hence the spacecraft motion
is supersonic. As the spacecraft moves through the plasma it sweeps up particles
ahead of it and the plasma is too slow to fill in the void behind it as soon as it passes
by. The result is that there is a wake behind the spacecraft with essentially none
of the local cold plasma in it. The length of the wake depends on theMach number
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V/Vs of the spacecraft and itswidth. In the ramdirection, density can be enhanced
by back-scattering of ions from the front of the spacecraft.

Wake creation can be used to create an extremely pure vacuum for materials pro-
cessing in space. It is also a means for creating charging conditions in low Earth
orbit because potentials created by energetic auroral electrons are not neutral-
ized by the ambient ions. Under these conditions the wake can become very com-
plex because ion trajectories can be bent and accelerated by the potential, partial-
ly filling the wake. The resulting intense flux of ions can increase erosion by
sputtering.

F.8 Current collection effects
In the ionosphere, the intense plasma density means there is an ample supply of
ions and electrons which tend to neutralize high potential surfaces on spacecraft.
However, on solar panels, high potentials aremaintained by the action of sunlight
on photovoltaic cells. In this case, the incident ions and electrons, collected on the
negative and positive ends of the solar array respectively, act as a current travel-
ling through the ionospheric plasma. This current is hence not available to drive
spacecraft systems and so the efficiency of the solar panels is effectively dimin-
ished.

The different mobilities of the ions and electrons means that electrons are col-
lected more easily than ions. This drives the positive end of the array towards
space potential and leaves the negative end at high negative potential. The pre-
cise potentials at equilibrium depend on the exposed areas on the array and on
the rest of the spacecraft. The grounding strategy of a spacecraft can be very im-
portant in determining spacecraft potential under these circumstances. If space-
craft ground is attached to the positive end of the array, it floats at a small positive
potential. If it is attached to the negative end, it floats at a negative potential,
which depends on the collecting area but which is generally a high fraction of the
total potential across the solar array. This situation can be quite hazardous, as it
increases the possibility of arcing between ground and insulated surfaces and
leads to enhanced sputtering by impacting ions. A study of grounding strategy on
Space Station Freedom [RDF.11] showed that a total array potential difference
of 160 V results in structure ground being between --115 V and --150 V, if the
structure were negatively grounded. The study showed that this situation can be
corrected by use of a plasma contactor, emitting a sufficiently high current of elec-
trons.

F.9 Sputtering
Sputtering is the removal of surface material by the impact of ions. Where thin
surface coatings are used, this can significantly alter surface characteristics over
time and produces a contaminant population which may adhere to other surfaces.
The overwhelming majority of sputtered products are neutral atoms, although
2 %--4 % may be emitted as ions. In the ionosphere, the spacecraft ram velocity
can cause significant sputtering due to the dense ion and neutral population, even
though the yield per impact can be very low (around 10--6 [RDF.12]). Sputtering
is expected to be considerably enhanced when high spacecraft potential, caused
by spacecraft charging or an inappropriate grounding strategy, causes cold iono-
spheric ions to be accelerated onto the spacecraft surface. Peak yields are gen-
erally higher for higher atomic number ions and occur at higher energies. ForHe+

on Al, the yield peaks just below 1, at 1 keV [RDF.13].

In the outer magnetosphere, where charging events are more common, sputter-
ing has been observed to produce a small contaminant ion population [RDF.14].
The high flow velocity of the solarwind gives a proton a kinetic energy of typically
1,5 keV, is expected to give significant sputtering rates in this region too. A com-
prehensive theory for how sputtering occurs is given by Sigmund [RDF.15] and
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Thompson [RDF.16]. Irrespective of the incident ion species or energy, the sput-
tered atoms have energies of about 10 eV [RDF.13].

F.10 Ionospheric propagation effects
Themost significant propagation effect of the ionosphere is the reflection ofwaves
below a critical frequency, called the plasma frequency, so that communications
between ground-stations and spacecraft shall take place at higher frequencies.
The plasma frequency is a function of electron density, as described below and is
typically between 1 MHz and 9 MHz.

fp = 1
2Õ
Nee2
Ñ0me
1∕2 or fp = 9N1∕2

e

where

fp is the plasma frequency in s--1;

Ne is the electron density in m--3;

Ñ0 and me are natural constants.

For high-accuracy positioning of radio beacons by range or range rate measure-
ment between a satellite and a ground-based beacon and for radar altimetry, the
propagation delay caused by ionospheric plasma density shall be considered to
achieve accurate range measurements. This delay can be expressed as:

ΔT = − 4, 03× 103N
cf2

where

ΔT is the propagation delay in seconds;

N is the electron column density along the path in m--2;

c is the velocity of light;

f is the frequency in s--1.

Since the models described in this Standard do not reflect time variations in iono-
spheric density, altitude corrections for radar altimetry purposes are, in practice,
usually made by comparing radio propagation delays at two frequencies. The
change in propagation speed of radio waves also means that refraction needs to
be considered when calculating satellite orbits by radio tracking.

Below 300 MHz degradation of radio signals can occur, principally due to scin-
tillation caused by ionospheric irregularities. Other propagation effects are dis-
persion, absorption and Faraday rotation.

F.11 Availability of the IRI95 model
The International Reference Ionosphere 95 [RDF.17 , RDF.18] can be obtained via
the World-Wide Web at:

ftp://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/models/ ionospheric/iri/iri95/

It can also be obtained on 2 floppy disks from the National Space Science Data
Center request office by sending a request to:

request@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov

or by contacting:

NSSDC
COSPAR/ URSI Working Group on IRI
NASA/GSFC
Code 933
Greenbelt MD 20771
U.S.A.
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IRI facilities are also available through the Space Environment Information Sys-
tem (Spenvis) at http://www.spenvis.oma.be/spenvis
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Annex G (informative)

Radiation

G--G--

G.1 Links with radiation testing
Table G-1 below recalls the parameter used for quantification of various radiation
effects, and for illustration purposes, lists the types of testing which shall be done
to verify compatibility with the effects. See ECSS--E--20 for further details.

Table G--1: Radiation tests
Radiation effect Parameter Test means

Electronic component
degradation

Total ionizing dose Radioactive sources
(e.g. 60Co), particle
beams (e--, p+)

Material degradation Total ionizing dose Radioactive sources
(e.g. 60Co), particle
beams (e--, p+)

Material degradation
(bulk damage)

Non-ionizing dose (NIEL) Proton beams

CCD and sensor
degradation

Non-ionizing dose (NIEL) Proton beams

Solar cell degradation Non-ionizing dose (NIEL)
and equivalent fluence

Proton beams
(~ low energy)

Single-event upset or
latch-up for example

LET spectra (ions)
Proton energy spectra,
explicit SEU/L rate

Heavy ion particle
beams
Proton particle beams

'

Sensor interference
(background signals)

Flux above energy
threshold, flux threshold
Explicit background rate

Radioactive sources,
particle beams

'

Internal electrostatic
charging

Electron flux and
fluence
Dielectric E-field.

Electron beams
'

Discharge
characterization

' = test data feedback to calculation

e, p = electron, protons
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G.2 Future models
There are several efforts underway relating to radiation belt, solar particle and
cosmic ray environment and interaction modelswhich will probably lead to future
internationally-acceptable standards.
Many of these models are available in the Space Environment Information
System (Spenvis) at http://www.spenvis.oma.be/spenvis/.

TREND project (ESA-funded):
D BIRA/IASBdevelopment of empiricalmodels of the low altitude environment

derived from AZUR, SAMPEX and UARS, especially relating to energetic
protons and their directionality. The measurements from MIR reported by
PSI are also of interest in this context [RDG.1].

D MSSL (UK), development of models based on the Meteosat (geostationary)
environment monitor and, together with A. Vampola, a CRRES-basedmodel.

D MPAe (D) and MSSL (UK), development of a medium-energy electron model
at high altitudes based on ISEE data.

CERT/DERTS
A French-funded consortium are developing techniques for deriving transient
radiation belt morphologies and empirical models from physical principals via
computer simulations of magnetospheric disturbances and injection events.

US efforts
CRRES-related efforts:

D Phillips Lab. Geophysics Directorate are developing a series of engineering
radiation-belt models based on the CRRESmission; a proton model (CRRES-
PRO), an electron model (CRRESELE), and a total dose model (CRRESRAD)
have been released.

D A. Vampola: using CRRES data, development of MEA model and an outer-
zone model based on a neural network analysis of CRRES data, its link with
geomagnetic indices, and the historic record of these indices.

D CHIME is a cosmic ray environment model developed by the USAF Phillips
Laboratory on the basis of CRRES measurements.

Other US efforts
D Boeing are developing models of the low altitude environment based on

NOAA particle environment monitor data. Solar cycle variations and links
with atmospheric density variations are being modelled.

D Naval Research Laboratories have developed but not generally released, an
update of the CREMEmodel, CREME96, including an improvedmodel of the
solar cycle modulation, improved physical and geomagnetic shielding mo-
dels, and a worst-case solar particle event based on the October 1989 event.
This effort was a collaboration with Moscow State University. A WWW-site
has been established (http://crsp3.nrl.navy.mil/creme96/).

Russian efforts
Moscow State University are developing:

D A low altitude electron environment model;
D A cosmic ray model (in collaboration with NRL);
D Solar particle environment models;
D Models of heliospheric modulation of cosmic and solar energetic particles.
COSPAR task group
With IASB as convenor (D. Heynderickx, Belgisch Instituut voor Ruimte-Aero-
nomie, Ringlaan 3, B-1180 Brussel; http://www.magnet.oma.be/), a special task
group has been established by COSPAR with a view to coordinating the various
radiation belt modelling efforts in order to eventually produce international con-
sensus standard radiation belt models.
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ISO standard efforts
ISO TC10/SC14/WG4 on space environment models are overseeing the develop-
ment of various environment models, with Russia as convenor. It is intended that
this ECSS Standard stays harmonized with ISO standards but new models are
not expected in the near future.

G.3 Sources of models

AE-8, AP-8 NSSDC, NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center. Models can
be downloaded from the FTP address:
nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/models/radbelt. Models can be
accessed via www: http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/space/model/,
and are available in Europe via D. Heynderickx,
Belgisch Instituut voor Ruimte--Aeronomie, Ringlaan 3,
B-1180, Brussel; (http://www.magnet.oma.be/ as part of
UNIRAD and Spenvis.

SHIELDOSE Stephen M. Seltzer, Ionizing Radiation Division, National
Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg MD
20899, USA; seltzer@enh.nist.gov; also available through
NEA library, CCC-379 and available in Europe via D.
Heynderickx, Belgisch Institute voor Ruimte--Aeronomie,
Ringlaan 3, B-1180, Brussel; http://www.magnet.oma.be/
as part of UNIRAD and Spenvis.

CREME National Geophysical Data Center, Code E/GC2, Dept.
946 325 Broadway Boulder Co 80303 3328 USA
(Although developed by NRL, NOAA act as distribution
agents).

CREME-96 Naval Research Laboratory Department of the Navy
Code 7654 Washington, DC 20375 USA
http://crsp3.nrl.navy.mil/creme96/

JPL-1991 J. Feynman, JPL, 4800 Oak Drive, Pasadena, Ca 91109,
USA.

CRRESELE,
CRRESPRO,
CRRESRAD

USAF Phillips Lab, Geophysics Directorate PL/GPS,
Hanscom AFB Ma.01731 USA

EQFRUX,
EQGAFLUX

B. E. Anspaugh, JPL, 4800 Oak Drive, Pasadena, Ca
91109, USA

G.4 Internal electrostatic charging analysis tools
Internal electrostatic charging (or deep-dielectric charging) results from the
build-up over a period of up to several days of electrostatic charge. For hazardous
levels to be reached, the environment normally shall be characterized by high le-
vels of energetic electron flux. The charge build-up depends on:

D the severity of the environment and its duration;
D the dielectric resistivity of the susceptible part (or lack of grounding of float-

ing metalization);
D effects such as radiation induced conductivity.
While discharge can also depend on properties such as geometry and material
condition. Charge build-up can therefore be mitigated by choice of material and
grounding, but also by employing shielding to reduce the severity of the environ-
ment.

Tools are available to address these issues, such as ESADDC [RDG.2] which em-
ploys a Monte-Carlo radiation transport method to compute the charge buildup
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in a dielectric material behind specified shielding in a certain input environment.
Efforts in tool development seek to simplify this approach into a robust engineer-
ing tool. ESA’s effort, by means of sponsoring a collaboration between DERA(UK)
and DERTS(F), removing especially the need for Monte-Carlo analysis and intro-
ducing a method to specify the hazard, has resulted in computational tools which
have been incorporated in the Space Environment Information System
http://www.spenvis.oma.be/spenvis/.

G.5 Further information
Further information on analysis of space radiation environments and effects can
be found on various WWW sites:

ESTEC Space Systems
Environment Analysis Site

http://www.estec.esa.nl/wmwww/wma

ESA/IASB Space Environment
Information System

http://www.spenvis.oma.be/spenvis/

NASA Space Environment and
Effects Site

http://see.msfc.nasa.gov/
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Annex H (informative)

Particulates

H--H--

H.1 Space debris flux models

H.1.1 General
Two developed space debris population models are the Meteoroid And Space De-
bris Terrestrial Environment Reference Model (MASTER-97) [RDH.1] and a
NASA engineering model, ORDEM-96 [RDH.2]. These models can be used as in-
terim solution for impact risk assessments and shielding design purposes until
a specific standard for the space debris environment is defined.

H.1.2 MASTER-97
MASTER--97 uses a semi-deterministic approach which represents the debris
environment bymodelling its history from the beginning of spaceflight topresent.
It uses three source terms for the debris population: launches, explosions and
collisions and follows their orbital evolutions. The space debris population at an
epoch of 31 March 1996 is derived from 132 low and high intensity on--orbit
break--ups.

A linear growth rate of 2 percent (uniform for all sizes) is applied for other years.
Solar cycle effects on cleansing rate are included as for the NASA engineering
model given in [RDH.3].

Mass (or diameter) dependent binning is used to assign weights to a condensed
population of about 240 000 objects larger than 0,1 mm.

An Analyst application allows to interrogate the spatial debris distribution to de-
termine collision fluxes for an arbitrary target orbit passing through the control
volume. Flux results can be analysed with respect to collision velocity magnitude,
its direction (azimuth and elevation), the orbit location, and the 3D position
where the flux was encountered.

MASTER is provided on a CD-ROM containing the stored, binned data together
with some processing software.

A simplified version, called the MASTER engineering model, is available as well.
This version is applicable for target orbits with small eccentricities.

H.1.3 ORDEM-96
The NASA engineering model, ORDEM-96, analytically represents similar
sources to MASTER plus additional non-fragmentation source distributions like
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paint flakes, Aluminium Oxide particles from solid rocket motor burns and So-
dium/Potassium droplets. These non-fragmentation sources mainly contribute to
the small size population. The model is also derived from recent radar measure-
ments and impact data from retrieved surfaces. The debris environment distribu-
tion is approximated with six different inclination bands. Each band has aunique
distribution of semi-major axis, for circular orbits, and a unique perigee distribu-
tion for highly elliptical orbits. In addition, each inclination band has a unique,
analytically defined size distribution which depend on the source of debris.

Collision probability equations are used to relate the orbital element distributions
of the population to the flux measured on a spacecraft or to the flux measured
through the field of view of a ground sensor. It provides directional information
of the impacting flux. The model is computer based.

H.1.4 Velocity distribution
Impact velocities can range from 0 to about 15,5 km/s with an average velocity
of 10 km/s for low inclination and of 12 km/s for high inclination orbits.

H.1.5 Mass density
According to [RDH.3], the average density of particles larger than 0,62 cm in di-
ameter is assumed to be:

( = 2,8d--0,74 g/cm3.

The average density of smaller space debris particles is thought to be in the range
2,8 -- 4,7 g/cm3. The values to be used for design are given in H.1.6.

H.1.6 Regime of applicability
The MASTER--97 space debris model [RDH.1] is applicable for particle sizes
larger than 0,1mmand for circular and elliptical Earth orbits up to geostationary
altitudes.

The ORDEM--96 space debris model [RDH.2] is applicable for particle sizes larger
than 1 micron and for circular and elliptical Earth orbits up to altitudes of
2000 km.

H.1.7 Tailoring guidelines
Nominal and worst case debris model parameters and mass densities are:

Table H--1: Nominal and worst case debris model para-
meters and mass densities

Parameter Nominal Worst case
solar activity, S 140 70

ref. mission year, t middle last
debris density ( [g/cm3] 4,0 8,0

For design purposes the nominal parameter values shall be used. A spherical
shape shall be assumed to convert particle masses and diameters. Values for the
solar activity, S, at specific timeswithin a solar cycle can be found in clause 6. The
default growth rates for the respective models shall be used. For the assessment
of impact effects the full velocity distribution of space debris should be used. For
a preliminary analysis a constant debris impact velocity of 10 km/s shall be used.
Uncertainty factors for space debris fluxes (see H.2) shall not be applied.

H.1.8 Other debris models
Several other space debris models are in use or under development. Thesemodels
can be used in special cases for impact analyses or risk assessments if the user
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is familiar with the features and range of validity of the models. Two of these mo-
dels are mentioned below.

H.1.8.1 NASA-90 model
From about 1990 until 1996 the NASA space debris engineering model defined in
[RDH.3] has been most widely used for design applications. This model is given
in terms of simple analytical expressions. It is relatively easy to use and widely
distributed. However, it has some known shortcomings of which the assumption
of spherical orbits for all debris particles is probably the most severe. The model
can still be used for some initial risk assessments, however, the user should be
aware of its shortcomings.

H.1.8.2 IDES
The Integrated Debris Evolution Suite (IDES) [RDH.4] space debris model uses
a deterministic representation of individual objects > 10 cm and a statistical
representation of the populations between 10 µm and 10 cm (by fragment orbit
discretization in dimensions of perigee, radius, eccentricity, inclination and
mass).

Considered debris source terms include launch related objects, high and low in-
tensity explosions, collisions, paint flaking and secondary ejecta. These sources
are modelled and evolved from the beginning of the space age to the present day
and into the long term future. For impact risk assessments the directional and
velocity distribution of the encountered flux is included. Circular and elliptical
target orbits can be analysed. IDES is applicable to LEO altitudes and for particle
sizes larger than 10 µm. The tool also allows to study the long term evolution of
the debris population and the long term impact risk to target orbits under differ-
ent traffic scenarios, and the effectiveness of different mitigation measures.

H.2 Model uncertainties

H.2.1 General
The meteoroid and space debris environment flux models given above contain
several known approximations and other uncertainties.

H.2.2 Meteoroids
According to [RDH.3] uncertainties in the meteoroid models mainly result from
uncertainties in particle densities and masses. Fluxes for meteoroids larger than
10--6 g are well defined, but the associated masses are quite uncertain. The mass
density ofmeteoroids spans awide range, fromabout 0,15 g/cm3 to values as large
as 8 g/cm3. At a set mass this implies an uncertainty in the flux of a factor 0,1 to
10. For meteoroids smaller than 10--6 g flux uncertainties at a given mass are esti-
mated to be a factor of 0,33 to 3.

H.2.3 Space debris
The space debris flux models were developed as a best estimate rather than a con-
servative one. In [RDH.3] uncertainties for debris fluxes in different size regimes
are quoted. These factors give the 90 % confidence level that the real debris flux
iswithin a bandwidth defined by themodel fluxmultiplied by the uncertainty fac-
tors.
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Table H--2: Uncertainty of 90 % confidence level
for debris flux

Particle size Uncertainty factor
d > 10 cm 0,5 to 1,5

0,05 cm < d < 10 cm 0,33 to 3,0
d < 0,05 cm 0,5 to 2,0

Other uncertainties of the debris model include

D the debris density,
D the debris shape,
D the annual growth rates,
D the altitude dependence, especially for altitudes above 800 km,
D the velocity distribution, especially for low impact velocities, and
D the dependence on solar activity.
Amore detailed discussion of model uncertainties is given in [RDH.3 andRDH.2].

H.3 Damage assessment
In this clause a brief general overview of damage assessment criteria and pro-
cedures is given.

For each individual project the damage assessment shall be tailored according to
the specific conditions and requirements (e.g. orbit, shielding, damage criteria,
required reliability).

Any damage assessment depends to a large extend on the relevant failure cri-
teria. Possible failure criteria include:

D cratering (sensor degradation, window blinding, surface erosion);
D larger craters (sealing problems, short circuits on solar arrays);
D impact generated plasma (interference, discharge triggering);
D impulse transfer (attitude problems);
D spallation from inner wall (equipment damage, crew injury);
D wall penetration (damage, injury, loss of liquid or air);
D burst, rupture (pressurized parts);
D structural damage.
For a quantitative damage and risk assessment so called damage or design equa-
tions for the given shielding configuration are needed. They give shielding
thresholds or hole sizes for given impacting particle parameters and failuremode.

One of the most widely used damage equation gives the threshold thickness for
penetration of single metal plates (thin plate formula):

t = kmm0,352Ã0,167v0,875

where

t is the threshold thickness for penetration;

km is the material constant, 0,55 for Aluminium;

m is the mass of projectile (g);

( is the density of projectile (g/cm3);

v is the normal impact velocity component of projectile (km/s).
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A puncture occurs whenever the threshold thickness for an impacting particle
with given mass, density and velocity exceeds the shielding thickness of the sur-
face under consideration.

Finding a realistic damage equation for a given shielding configuration can be
problematic.

The translation of a failure mode to a damage equation can be difficult. Many
damage equations for different types of shields and for different velocity regimes
have been developed. However, for most materials, compounds, and shielding
concepts no specific damage equation is available.

Sometimes scaled effective thicknesses in combination with known damage equa-
tions can be used for a first assessment.

For impact damage and risk assessments secondary ejecta should be considered
as well. Every hypervelocity impact leads to the ejection of secondary particles
which can impact other surfaces (depending on the spacecraft geometry). The
total mass of the ejected particles can exceed the mass of the primary impactor
by orders ofmagnitude. Secondary particles will be typically ejected within a cone
around the impact direction. Their velocities are typically below 2 km/s.

At present, quantitative models of secondary ejecta are not mature enough to be
used as standard.

H.4 Analysis tools

H.4.1 General
Several numerical tools have been developed to perform impact and impact risk
analyses. The following tools are mentioned for information only. Other tools can
be used as well if they are based on the reference flux models.

H.4.2 Deterministic analysis
For information and analysis of the deterministic, trackable space objects, the
DISCOS database was developed [RDH.5]. DISCOS (ESA’s Database and In-
formation System Characterising Objects in Space) is a catalogue on Earth orbit-
ing space objects and debris.

DISCOS can be used to extract detailed data on all the tracked objects and it also
provides facilities to manipulate those data (forward propagation, data presenta-
tion). DISCOS is implemented at and maintained by ESA/ESOC. It is accessible
for registered users only.

H.4.3 Statistical analysis
A statistical tool, ESABASE/DEBRIS, was developed for a detailed impact risk
assessment of smaller, non-trackable particles [RDH.6]. ESABASE/DEBRIS is a
fully three dimensional numerical analysis tool including directional and geo-
metrical effects and spacecraft shielding considerations. It is based on environ-
ment and particle/wall interaction models and includes the reference meteoroid
and space debris flux models defined in this document.

The user specifies themission, spacecraft geometry, attitude and shielding aswell
as the particle type, size and velocity range to be analysed. The computed output
includes:

D the number of impacts;
D the resulting number of damaging impacts taking into account the spacecraft

shielding and damage assessment equations;
D the mean particle impact velocity (amplitude and direction);
D the numbers of craters of specified size;
D the probability of no failure.
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ESABASE/DEBRIS allows the optional use of several meteoroid and debris flux
models.

H.5 Lunar dust simulant
Various simulants have been prepared in the laboratory to mimic the properties
of lunar dust. One well-known simulate is the Minnesota Lunar dust simulate
that can be obtained from:

Space Science Centre,
University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis.

This simulate reproduces the chemical composition of lunar dust as well as its
microscopic morphology. It does not reproduce well the mechanical properties of
in situ lunar dust, due to the absence of Van der Waals forces between grains at
ambient pressure.
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Annex I (informative)

Contamination

I.1 Existing Tools
The computer codes dedicated to spacecraft contamination are presented here in
clauses I.2 to I.11 from information available in literature. All of them are simula-
tion tools at system level, except the CONTAM III code, clause I.4, that is devoted
to thruster plume modelling. The clause I.12 presents identified data bases, al-
though some of the simulation codes also contain integrated (limited) data bases.
When available, the integration in a global tool that allows to automatically take
into account parameters, such as surface temperatures (from thermal models),
mission description and atmospheric models, is also mentioned.

The main field of applicability of the codes is external contamination either in
LEO or GEO. However, some of the programs, as described in each section, have
limited transport modelling capabilities (simple or improved view factors only),
and gives poor results in cases when return-flux through ambient-scatter and
self-scatter is important, i.e. essentially in “lowest LEO” (at altitudes
below 500 km-700 km or even more at lower altitudes typical of Shuttle, MIR or
ISS). At such altitudes, pressure increase due to ram flux can go as high as
10--5 hPa -- 10--4 hPa, resulting in decametric to metric mean free path, which
makes collisions really not negligible and collisional return-flux important (typi-
cally of the order of the percent).

The capability to model semi-enclosed systems is not often reported in literature.
However, provided these can be modelled, which seems to be possible for most of
the codes, semi-enclosed systems can bemodelled aswell. Here again, some codes
can be limited due to too poor transport modelling in case of high pressures. A dif-
ference with external contamination computing for which collisional return flux
may often be the main contamination process (for surfaces not in direct view), is
that in closed systems direct surface to surface collisionless transport (with poss-
ible surface reflections) is most of the time the dominant process. Except for high
pressures such as 10--3 hPa (and thus decimetric mean free path), which can be
found in semi enclosed systems yet.

I.2 ESABASE: OUTGASSING, PLUME-PLUMFLOW and CONTAMINE
modules

ESABASE is a general spacecraft modelling tool including several modules devel-
oped by several parties under ESA sponsorship, and now supported by GECALS-
THOM, UK.
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In its currently available version, ESABASE essentially deals with contamina-
tion through its OUTGASSING module, developed by Matra Marconi Space
(MMS). It allows to compute contaminant deposit on spacecraft by numerical in-
tegration:

D sources: material outgassing by standard laws (see 11.5.1.1), the surface tem-
peratures being obtained by the thermal analysis module;

D transport: by mass-transport factors computed from view factors (collision-
less transport) improved by adding the possibility of one collision per particle
trajectory with background densities (i.e. fixed, not self-consistent) of ambi-
ent and outgassed species, as described in 11.5.2.1.2;

D deposition on surfaces: deposited mass computed, reemission or immediate
reflection allowed.

The PLUME module currently implemented in ESABASE simulates thruster
plume expansion. It was derived from CONTAM code and does not correctly
model plume backflow (see the section about CONTAM for details). It is thus es-
sentially used for forces and torques, and thermal analysis.

As a conclusion, the current version of ESABASE is consequently rather limited
in two major aspects of contamination:

D contamination by thruster backflow (and droplets);
D more collisional transport mechanisms in case of particularly sensitive sur-

faces (e.g. cooled optics) that are baffled and can only be reached after some
collisions, or even one collision, which is crudely modelled by OUTGASSING
through very approximate background densities (not modified by spacecraft
for ambient density, and with spherical symmetry for outgassed density
[RDI.1]).

Yet, several improvements or newmodules have been developed recently byMMS
[RDI.2] under CNES sponsorship, and the new improved version is available in
ESABASE.

First, the PLUME module has been improved:

D Its PLUMFLOW sub-module, modelling the dynamics of the thruster itself,
has been added a two-dimensional multi-species DSMC model of nozzle lip
region, in order to describe thruster backflow correctly now.

D Droplets produced by bi-propellant thrusters have been included. Their dis-
tribution is taken from experiments, and their trajectories are followed in
straight lines until possible surface impingement.

Secondly, a newmodule called CONTAMINEhas been added. It computes surface
interactions (adsorption, diffuse reflection, specular reflection) and above all sur-
face effects: modification of thermo-optical, electrical and mechanical properties,
or global output power reduction for solar cells. These property changes are either
taken from data gathered in a data base included in CONTAMINE (with inter-
polation between available data, which are not always very numerous), or com-
plex index computed. It can also be interfaced with the older OUTGASSINGmod-
ule to compute deposit thickness including re-emission.

This new contamination capability of ESABASE should now allow a good predic-
tion of thruster contamination. It remains to be validated by comparison with ex-
periments (see TRICONTAM experimental validation, which can be partially
considered as validating ESABASEmodules). The limited capability of the quasi-
collisionless transport model, that was pointed out above, remains in this new
version.

I.3 JMC3D
JMC3D is a tri-dimensional Monte-Carlo code developed by Aérospatiale, Les
Mureaux, France. It seems to have been initially devoted to Hermes re-entry
phase modelling, but has also been applied to Ariane 5 and spacecraft contamina-
tion simulation [RDI.3]. It exhibits the following features:
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D molecular rotational degrees of freedom taken into account;
D specular/diffusive surface reflections, with possible accommodation;
D inclusion of thruster flow computed byEuler method (application to Shuttle);
D variable time step and weighting factors;
D un-structured objects and volume mesh;
D vectorized code (on CRAY computers).
The few data available indicate acceptable agreement with experiments: good
accuracy for Hermes high densities and the order of magnitude for Shuttle back-
flow.

It seems to be a rather high-standard model (molecular rotational degrees of free-
dom, un-structured mesh), although the small number of publications about it
makes it difficult to know whether it includes the necessary “technical” features
to be used for satellites (versatile geometry and thruster flow modelling, conta-
minant effects). JMC3D is an Aérospatiale developed model presently not dif-
fused to other companies.

I.4 CONTAM 3.2 or CONTAM III
CONTAM has been developed from the late seventies to the mid eighties by
Science Application International Corporation (SAIC) for the Air Force Rocket
Propulsion Laboratory (AFRPL). It is one of the mostwell known and widely used
computer code for computing the plume flowfields of monopropellant, bipropel-
lant or solid rocket thrusters. Spacecraft contamination assessment thus requires
this model to be included as a contaminant source in a contaminant transport/ef-
fects model, as it has been done in ESABASE (PLUMFLOWmodule developed by
MMS but based on CONTAM) or in the TUHH contamination model TRICON-
TAM [RDI.4].

The computational methods and physics included are described in many refer-
ences [RDI.5]. It computes both steady state and transient combustion processes.
Computed gaseous outflow includes unburned propellant, unburned droplet or
solid particles, and liquid wall film. The two-phase fluid dynamics is treated by
the method of characteristics, possibly including one shock or none (depending
on the thruster). Non-equilibrium chemical kinetics is computed along stream-
lines in a one-dimensional model. The droplets (liquid engine) or solid particles
(solid engine) dynamics is computed in the flowfield, including condensation/
evaporation.

In such inviscid flow field computations, the boundary layers (along nozzle walls)
shall be treated separately, as it is the case in CONTAM. Boundary layers are of
prime importance for contamination because they determine the transition re-
gion around the nozzle lip and thus the backflow. Only thin turbulent boundary
layers of large propellants were included in the first version of the code. Improve-
ments have been implemented on the next version (CONTAM 3.2), including
thicker viscous laminar boundary layers of smaller thrusters and the possibility
for the user to define some parameters “by hand”. However, the modelling of the
transition region around nozzle lip remains a simple Prandtl-Meyer expansion
from the boundary layer at the lip. The backflow rate remains consequently ap-
proximate, and diffusion and species demixing at lip are not included. Thismakes
the simple use of CONTAM for backflow contamination rather inaccurate. This
is the reason why several people supplemented CONTAMwith a DSMC model of
nozzle lip flow (in the PLUMFLOW module to be included byMMS in ESABASE,
and for a specific case in [RDI.6]).

Droplets are emitted at smaller angles, and the modelling of their dynamics
seems more accurate. The reader can also look at the experimental validation of
the TRICONTAM code derived from CONTAM in the section below.
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I.5 TRICONTAM
TRICONTAM, a global contamination model developed at Technical University
Hamburg Harburg (TUHH), Germany, has been developed under ESA/ESTEC
contract. It seems to be essentially devoted to computing contamination from
thruster plume exhausts. The plume flowfield is computed by an improved ver-
sion of CONTAM III (essentially concerning transient combustion processes and
chemistry), and the contaminant transport to spacecraft surfaces is assumed to
be collisionless. An important part of the software is dedicated to forces, torques
and thermal analysis.

The major interest of that code is that its results were compared to the numerous
experimental measurements realized at TUHH [RDI.4]. As the plume model of
TRICONTAMwas improved with respect to CONTAM III, this very valuable ex-
perimental validation of the code can unfortunately not be considered as a full
validation of CONTAM III (or other evolutions of CONTAM III, such as the one
to be implemented in ESABASE/PLUMFLOW). The validation results can be
sketched here (from [RDI.4]):

D Plume gas composition (module specific to TRICONTAM): good, to be sup-
plemented with some rare species like HCN and NO.

D Gas streamlines up to 90) divergence (similar to CONTAM and certainly
ESABASE/ PLUMFLOW): good.

D Gas backflow, divergence angle greater than 90) (similar to CONTAM III
worse than ESABASE/PLUMFLOW which includes aDSMCmodel of nozzle
lip): total flow not very good, and no mechanism included to account for
species demixing.

D Droplets (module specific to TRICONTAM, modified from CONTAM III):
good concerning droplet dynamics, even for pulsed firings, but not very good
concerning droplet size and composition; possibility of droplet outflow from
wall film towards backflow not modelled.

I.6 SOCRATES
The SOCRATES code (Spacecraft/Orbiter Contamination Representation Ac-
counting for Transiently Emitted Species) was developed by Spectral Sciences for
the Phillips Lab., Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts.

It is one of the most elaborate contamination tools concerning collisional trans-
port and gas-phase reactions [RDI.7]. It is a true DSMC (Direct SimulationMonte
Carlo), which thus simulates realistically collisions, including reactions: any kind
of bi-molecular collision, excitation, reaction, dissociation into several products,
photon production. Molecular internal energy (vibrational) is taken into account
(Borgnakke & Larsen model). A special treatment of highly collisional regions,
where thermal equilibrium is reached, is implemented.

Two nested meshes, an inner and an outer one, are included one in the other,
which allows to compute both short and long distance effects.

The contaminant sources are much simpler: standard outgassing sources and
thrusters described by the analytical formula:

Ô(r, Ò)∝ e−C(1−cos(Ò))

r2

where

r is the distance to thruster exit;

* is the angle with respect to thruster axis;

$ is the thruster efflux density at position r, *+

C is a constant.
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Output quantities also aim at gas phase physics: return fluxes can be obtained,
but much more gas phase data can be computed, such as species (relative) veloc-
ities, temperatures and collision or reaction rates.

I.7 SPACE II
The Shuttle or Payload Contamination Evaluation code (SPACE) was developed
since the late seventies by Martin Marietta to predict the contamination of the
Shuttle and Spacelab [RDI.8]. Only a reduced number of possible geometries have
thus been included: Spacelab, the Shuttle with various possible payloads
(IECM...).

Contaminant sources are:

D surfaces: early desorption, outgassing and also evaporation.
D specific parametric description of vents, leakages, Shuttle flash evaporators

and thrusters (Simons’ model [RDI.9] but with the possibility to include
CONTAM plumflow model).

The transport model is of an hybrid type. First order transport is done by view
factor computing. Surface reflections are also included. Second order transport
through gas phase collisions is added following Bhatnager-Gross-Krook simpli-
fied method: it is in fact a Monte-Carlo ray-tracing technique (importantly) im-
proved by considering “secondary emitters” accounting for collisions in the vol-
ume surrounding the Shuttle, with rates and distribution functions computed by
BGKmethod [RDI.10]. A next improvement allows to also take into account third
order effects: the attenuation of fluxes between these volumic “secondary
emitters” and the impinged surfaces [RDI.10]. Column-density can be computed.
Standard surface output is deposition thickness, but no contamination degrada-
tion effects routines are included.

I.8 MOLFLUX
MOLFLUX (MOLecular FLUX) was developed for NASA by Martin Marietta
Aerospace and Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Company. It has been used for
a long time in industry. It seems moreover to have been chosen by NASA as the
model to be used by all American ISS participants to predict contamination
[RDI.11].

Contaminant transport is computed at first order by view factors that shall be
computed separately by thermal radiation program TRASYS. Similarly to
SPACE II model, second order collisional transport is computed by an approxi-
mate BGK method [RDI.2], which certainly makes both models very close.

Global sticking coefficients S for contaminants coming form surface i to surface
j are taken equal to [RDI.12]

S=






0 for Ti> Tj
Tj− Ti
200

for Ti < Tj and Ti> Tj− 200

1 for Ti < Tj− 200

which seems to have been chosen more generally for ISS contamination model-
ling.

Program outputs are column densities and contaminant deposit thickness.
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I.9 ISEM
The Integrated Spacecraft Environments Model (ISEM) is presented as the next
generation of contamination models developed for NASA, following SPACE and
MOLFLUX [RDI.13]. It has been delivered toNASAGoddard andMarshall Space
Flight Center, but also JPL, Fairchild, Boeing and the Applied Physics Labora-
tory (APL).

The transport modelling technique seems to be the same as in SPACE and MOL-
FLUX, with some improvements [RDI.13]. It has the advantage to be quicker
than DSMC but lacks of accuracy in case of high densities or multi-collisional
transport.

The improvements with respect to SPACE or MOLFLUX are essentially in the
possibility of modelling new phenomena:

D multiple surface reflections;
D atomic oxygen erosion as contaminant source;
D ion production by UV or charge exchange;
D UV emission from excited emitted N2.
or doing things more conveniently:

D putting imaginary surfaces in the volume without re-running geometry
model;

D modelling the inside of a vacuum chamber included;
D possibility to operate in atmospheres of Venus and Mars.

I.10 OPT
The Orbital Particulates Trajectory model (OPT) was developed by Applied
Science Technologies, partially on NASA funding, partially on own funding
[RD I.13]. It computes particulate transport on spacecraft.

Particulate sources shall be defined by the user, with a possibility to generate
them at random with a specified distribution.

Particulate transport takes into account:

D gravitational effects (non-sphericity of the earth, lunar-solar effects);
D atmospheric drag;
D solar radiation pressure;
but nothing due to the presence of spacecraft itself (e.g. pressure increase and
electrostatic effects), and OPT can be seen as a simple orbitography code applied
to particulates.

I.11 CAP
Contamination Analysis Tool (CAP) developed by JPL for NASA (Goddard) is a
basic tool, including standard first-order emission rate, collisionless transport
with surface diffuse reflections and accommodation [RDI.14]. An example of ap-
plication of CAP is described in [RDI.15].

I.12 Databases
Some of the tools described above include databases about contamination effects.
References to two other important databases created independently of any model
were found in literature. They can be used to assess contamination effects from
contaminant deposit and column densities computed by these models.

A first database was created by Boeing Aerospace & Electronics in 1986--1988 for
Air Force Wright Research and Development Center [RDI.16]. Its availability to
non-Americans is not reported. It is a very important work resulting from the
collection of over 3000 sources and covering most of contamination fields.
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The Plume Contamination Database (PCD) was developed by MMS for ESTEC,
using ORACLE [RDI.2]. It is anticipated that the database is progressively filled
by ESTEC contractors and presently essentially contains measurements made at
TUHH [RD I.17].
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